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DECREE
INTRODUCING THE CAUSE OP BEATIFICATION
AND CANONIZATION
OF THE VENERABLE SERVANT OF GOD

JUSTIN DE JACOBIS
BISHOP OF NILOPOLIS AND VICAR AFOSTOLIC OF ABYSSINIA
OF THE CONGREGATION OF THE MISSION OF ST. VINCENT DE PAUL

CAU SE O F A B Y S S IN IA
(t r a n s l a t i o n )

To the precept given His disciples by our Lord Jesus
Christ that they should love one another as He had loved
them, He added a second commandment, in virtue of
which He sent them, as He had been sent by His Father,
out into the world to instruct and baptize the nations,
promising them His continued help and the virtue o f an
other Paraclete, the Holy Spirit. From the commence
ment o f the Church down to our time, the Apostles and
apostolic men have faithfully acquitted themselves o f this
function and have constantly testified by the propagation
I . DECRETÜM.— ABYSSINEN.

BEATIFICATIONIS

ET

CANONIZATIONIS

VEN.

SERVI DEI JUSTINI DE JACOBIS, EPISCOPI NILOPOLITANI ET V1CARII APOSTOLICI
ABYSSINENSIS E CONGREGATIONE MISSIONIS S. VINCENTII A PAULO.

Praecepto quod Dominus Noster Jesus Christus dedit discipulis suis, ut
seseinvicem diligerent sicut ipse dilexerat eos, aliud novissimum adjecit
mandatum quo sicut missus a Patre et ipse discipulos mittens, in univer
sum mundum eos abire, gentesque docere et baptizare jussit promissa cum
suo perenni auxilio alteri us Paracliti seu Spiritus Sancti virtute. Quo
munere sancte perfuncti Apostoli virique Apostolici a primordiis Ecclesia
usque in prassens divinam Jesu Christi missionem in Fidei ipsiusque Ecclesiae propagatione jugiter ostenderunt.

Ex his recensendus est Ju stin u s
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o f the Faith and the extension o f the Church, that the
mission they received from Jesus Christ was truly divine.
Among these should be ranked Justin de Jacobis, who,,
following the example o f other apostolic men, manifested
such remarkable virtue and sanctity that it merited the
illustrious testimony o f the Cardinal Massaia, o f happy
memory, Vicar Apostolic o f the 0 alias, who had conferred
upon him the episcopal consecration and who proposed
him as a model and master to his missionaries.
The Servant o f God was boro o f pious and honorable
parents October 9, 1800, at San-Fele, diocese o f Muro,
province o f Lucania; at baptism he received the name o f
Justin. O f an ardent temperament, and naturally in
clined to virtue, he was admitted to holy Communion at
nine years o f age and made rapid progress in science and
piety. Having attained his eighteenth year, all the powers
o f his soul were directed to the embracing o f a perfect state
of life. Docile to the divine call, he entered the Congrega
tion o f the Mission o f St. Vincent de Paul, and having
made his seminary at Isaples, was permitted to pronounce
his vow s;—elevated by degrees to the sacerdotal character,
he applied himself with ardor to procure the salvation o f
d e J a c o b is e Congregatione Missionis, Episcopus Nilopolitanus et Vicarius
Apostolicus Abyssinensis qui ceteros Apostolicos viros aemulatus sanctitatis et virtutis fama ita prsefulsit, ut dignus sit habitus, illustri condecorari
testimonio cl. me. Cardinalis Massaia tunc temporis Vicarii apud Gallas,
a quo et Episcopus consecratus et veluti exemplar et magister missionnariis propositus fuit. Dei famulus in oppido S. Fele, Murane dioeceseos,
ex Lucania provincia, ex piis honestisque parentibus in lucem editus die

9 octobris anno 1800, sacro lustratus est lavacro, inclito nomine J u s t i n o .
Fervidam sortitus indolem et ad virtutem proclivem, novennis ad sacram
synaxim accessit, novisque auctus scientise pietatisque increments, quum
decimum octavum aetatis annum attigisset, ad perfectiorem vitae statum
amplectendum toto animo incubuit. Divinam vocationem secutus Congregationem Missionis S. Vincentii a Paulo ingressus est. Neapoli tyrocinio expleto atque probato vota simplicia nuncupavit. Ad sacerdotium
per gradus promotus animarum saluti procurando sedulam operam dedit.
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souls. Sent at first to Oria, then to Monopoli, where lie
edified his confrères; placed as Superior o f the house of
Lecce, Director o f the intern seminary o f Naples, and
Superior o f the house called del Vergini, lie acquitted
himself o f all these functions in a remarkable manner.
Severe towards himself, affable towards others, united to
God by prayer, he acquired reputation as‘a preachçr and
as a confessor o f extraordinary ability.
As his greatest attraction was for the work o f the mis
sions, he accepted with alacrity the post confided to him of
Prefect Apostolic o f Abyssinia. At Adouna, capital of
Tigré, w^here he established the head-quarters o f the mis
sion, he spent about four months in partial retreat, implor
ing the help o f heaven, studying the various idioms of
the language, endeavoring to gain the good-will of the
princes and nobles o f the country and especially the favor
o f the King, Oubie.
He then repaired to Rome to seek the aid of other
laborers. He bore with him letters highly commendatory
from King Oubie who had m trusted the servant o f God
with an important mission to Cairo. Prostrate at the feet
o f the Sovereign Pontiff, he presented his letters and the
Uriam primum, Monopolim deinde missus consocios aedificavit
Lyciensi
Congregationis domili praepositus, in Neapolitana civitate tyronum magister et domus dei Vérgini nuncupates superior, hisce muneribus egregie
perfunctus est. Sibi austerus, ceteris comis, Deo in oratione junctus,
concionatoris insimul et confessarli optimi laudem promeruit. Quod illi
maxime in votis erat ad missiones pergere, id libentissime assequutus est
cum Apostolici Prsefecti munus in Abyssinia ipsi delatum fuit, Aduse,
Tigré capitig, veluti centro missionis constituto, quatuor fere menses, impendit, quasi in recessu praeparatorio coelestibus imploratis auxiliis sive
ad idiomata varia addiscenda sive ad illarum regionum Principum, Procerum ipsiusque Regis Oubié benevolentiam sibi captandam. Deinceps romanum iter agressus, ut alios conquireret socios, obsequentissinias literas
ejusdem Regis Oubié qui Servo Dei missionem ad Cairum commiserat,
Summo Pontifici exhibuit, ad cujus pedes provolutus etiam .^Ethiopes per-

X*
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Ethiopians he had brought with him. Having terminated
his journey to Rome and Jerusalem, he returned to Abys
sinia and supported with fortitude and patience the fatigues
of a laborious mission beset with privations and dangers,
as also the annoyances and persecutions o f his adversaries.
Assisted by Heaven, and supported by the authority o f
the King, he built a great number o f churches, and at the
entreaty o f the inhabitants restored to Catholic worship
several others that had been contaminated by heresy; at
the same time, by his exertions, seminaries and colleges
were established for the education o f children and clerics.
Fearing lest priests and pastors should be wanting to the
ever increasing flock, the Roman Pontiff clothed Justin,
with the episcopal dignity. The Servant of God, through
humility, at first declined the proffered honor but finally
yielded obedience to the Divine Will manifested through
the apostolic command. Consecrated Bishop o f Nilopolis
’and shortly after, in the year 1847, named Vicar Apostolic
o f Abyssinia, he was placed in the house o f God as upon
a candlestick, whence he shone with such lustre that he
dissipated the clouds of error and brought back a vast
number o f souls to the light o f truth.
duxit atque obtulit. Romana una cum Hierosolimitana peregrinatione
peracta, in Abyssiniam reversus arduae missionis labores, angustias,
pericula atque adversariorum insidias et insectationes forti mitique animo
expertus est. Deo opitulante, atque Regis auctoritate suffultus plures
ecclesias extruit, alias haeretica labe contaminatas, rogantibus incolis,
reconciliat et ad catholicum cultum restituit et convertit, simulque satagit
ut seminaria et collegia pueris clericisque instituendis erigantur. Interea
ne crescenti gregi sacerdotes et pastores in posterum deficerent, Romanus
Pontifex JüSTiNUM, ex animi demissione reluctantem sed divinas voluntati
mandatisque apostolicis obtemperantem, Episcopali dignitate auget. Episcopus Nilopolitanus et paulo post anno 1847 Vicarius Apostolicus Abyssinensis renunciatus, veluti supra candelabrum positus in domo Dei, ita
refulsit ut dissipatis errorum tenebrisquamplurimos ad veritatis lucem
reduxerit. Nihilominus exinde ortae irae atque individiae haereticorum
erga missionarios catholicos ac praecipue in

J u s t in u m

quem probris, ca-
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—387In the meanwhile, the wrath and envy o f the heretics
were excited against the Catholic missionaries but princi
pally against Justin whom they unceasingly pursued with
injuries, calumnies and threats.
At the instigation o f the heretical bishop and by the
order o f Theodoros, who had returned conqueror from a
war against King.Oubie, he was loaded with irons opd
thrown into prison with his disciples. During five months
many and atrocious were the torments endured by Justin
in the town o f Gondor, yet the desire o f martyrdom never
left him. The tyrant however had not the courage to
pronounce the sentence for he feared to draw upon himself
the hatred o f the people by his cruelty towards the Servant
of God whom all regarded as a just and holy man, he
therefore mitigated the unjust sentence by condemning
him to exile.
Freed from his chains and quitting the prison, Justin
returned to Abyssinia and stopped at the town o f Halai.
There as a traveler wearied by the labors o f his course,
he sought a little repose after a laborious apostolate of
twenty-one years, filled with good works and loaded with
fruits o f salvation for himself and his mission. But the

lum niis atque minis ipsi appetere non destiterunt. Instigante Episcopo
basretico atque jubente Theodoro qui ex bello adversus regem Oubié
victor redierat, in vincula et in carcerem una cum discipulis conjectus est.
Multa atque atrocia in ilio loco Gondar nuncupato per quinque menses
pati debuit J u s t i n i i s ; neque ei defuit consummati martyrii voluntas
prouti defeci t tyranno animus capitalem sententiam ferendi. Hie enim
timens excitare in se odium populi ob saevitiam in Servum Dei. omnium
opinione, justum et sanctum, iniquam sententiam temperavit, illata tan
tum in eum exilii poena. Catenis solutus atque e carcere emissus Abyssiniam repetiit et in oppido Halay. moratus est J u s t i n u s . Illuc veluti
peregrinus itinere laboribusque defatigatus post unum et viginti apostolatus annos sanctis operibus plenos sibi suaeque missioni valde fructuosos,
aliquantulum requiescere ccepit. Dies tamen appropinquabat quge vi rum
tot tantisque meritis cumulatum et ccelesti praemio dignum in perpetuam
requiem sanctamque Dei civitatem introducere debebat. In febrim inci-
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day was dawning when this favored soul, adorned with
so many and so great merits, worthy o f celestial reward,
was to enter eternal rest in the Holy City.
The Servant o f God was attacked by a fever, and be
lieving a change o f air might prove beneficial to his health
he resolved to seek another climate, but he had scarcely
set-out when the increased gravity o f his condition obliged
him to discontinue his journey. Realizing that the end was
at hand he gave his last advices to his disciples, received
with religious respect the sacraments o f the Church and
peacefully slept in the Lord on the thirty-first day o f July,
1860, at the age o f sixty years. The body o f Justin de
Jacobis, which all, whether Catholics, heretics, or mahometans were desirous o f preserving, was at first transported
to the city o f Ebo where it was exposed in the church and
afterwards buried with solemn funeral honors. His tomb
was soon visited by a crowd o f pilgrims and strangers who
came to implore the Divine help through the intercession
of the Servant o f God. Thus, after his death, the reputation
for sanctity he had already acquired during life, shone, day
by day, with greater splendor.
When the ordinary information regarding his career
dit, Christi famulus putansque salubriori aere suse valetudini prospicere,
consilium init alias regiones adire, sed vix ccepto itinere, morbo ingraves
cente, sistere cogitur. Suge peregrinationis persentiens finem novissima
discipulis su is dedit salutis mónita, extremisque ecclesia sacramentis
religiose susceptis, pie obdormivit in Domino die 31 julii anno 1860,
setatis suse sexagesimo. J u s t i n i d e J a c o b i s corpusquod omnes sive catto
lici sivi hseretici sive mahometani custodire gestiebant, ad pagum E bo
elatum atque in Ecclesia repositum, solemni funere peracto, honorifice
sepelitur, confluentibus ad tuinulum turmatim advenís* et peregrinis
divinam opem per intercessionem Servi Dei imploraturis. Interim sanctimonise fama quam Servus Dei adhuc vivens adeptus fuerat, post obitumin
dies magis magisque clara causam dedit, ut super ea Ordinariis Inquisitionibus Informativis institutis, Processuale^ tabulsS Neapolitanae, Lycienses
et Abyssinenses ad S. Rituum Congregationem transmitterentur. Quum
vero, peracta revisione scriptorum atque obtenta dispensatione ab inter-
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Ethiopia more generally known as (¿Ethiopia o f the ancients or country
of the “ blacks” ), comprises Abyssinia and Kaffa. The area is 440,000
square kilometres, a little less than that of France which has 537,000
square kilometres. The population is 3,500,000 (Schrader). Politically it
claims also Harrar, of which Menelik took possession in 1887.
It is an immense granitic plateau cut into deep valleys, between tfie Nile
and the Red Sea. To the North and East, the Italians have made conquest
of the colony of Erythrae (chief cities Amhara, Massouah, Kéren); to the
South, the Danakyls and the Somalis form the floating frontier of Abyssinia.
H i s t o r y . — Feudal customs have long prevailed in Abyssinia, and they
still subsist to a certain extent. After Theodoros and Johannes, Menelik
King of Shoa caused himself to be crowned emperor (1889). Subordinate
chiefs govern the provinces, of which the most noted are: Tigré, Amhara,
Godjam, Shoa.— The capital is Addis Abeba; chief cities: Ankober
(7,000 inhabitants), Gondar (4,000), Adoua, where the famous battle
between Menelik and the Italian General Baratieri was fought in 1896
(3,000 inhabitants).

Although the majority of the Abyssinians claim to be Christians, they
profess the heresy of the Monophysites. Their bishop or abouna is ap
pointed by the heretical patriarch of Cairo. The clergy and the heretical
monks are very numerous and influential.
Previous to the erection of the Prefecture Apostolic of Erythrae (1894),
there were 3,000 Catholics in the Vicariate Apostolic of Abyssinia.
The coin still used is the thaler of Maria-Theresa, its real value (1904) :
2 fr. 40. For currency they have tablets of sal gemma, valued at from 15
to 20 centimes. The salt lakes of Abyssinia are very important.
E s t a b l i s h m e n t s . — Since 1839 the Priests of the Mission have had divers
establishments in Abyssinia: Massouah, Kéren, Kartoum, Axoum,Acrour,
Saganeïti, Gondar, etc. ; at present Alitiena and Gouala.— The Sisters of
Charity had establishments at Massouah and at Keren.
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had been collected, the papers relating to the process,
coming from Naples, Lecce, and Abyssinia, were sent to
the Sacred Congregation o f Rites. After the revision of
these writings had been made, and the dispensation re
garding the intervention and approbation o f the consnltors
obtained, no further impediment prevented the continua
tion of the process. Then, at the solicitation o f Rev. A u 
gustine Veneziani, Postulator General o f the Congregation
o f the Mission, and at the urgent requests of the several
eminent cardinals o f the Roman Church, o f many bishops
and other distinguished persons o f ecclesiastical or secular
dignity, His Eminence Cardinal Dominic Ferrata, Ponent
or Reporter o f the Cause, in the ordinary reunion o f the
Sacred Congregation o f Rites held at the Vatican on the
day herein named, proposed the following question: Shall
the commission for the introduction o f the Cause under
present circumstances and for the end proposed, be signed ?
Their Eminences, and the Reverend Prelates intrusted
with the defense o f the Sacred Rites, having heard the
relation o f the Cardinal Ponent, and the reading o f the
report of Rev. Father Alexander Verde, Promoter o f the
Faith, all things considered, agreed to answer affirmatively;
venta et voto Consultorum nihil obstaret quominus ad ulteriora procedi
posset, instante Rrao Dno Àugustino Veneziani Congregationis missionis
Postulatore generali, attentisque litteris postulatoriis quorundam Emorum
S. R. E. Cardinalium, plurium sacrorum Antistitum aliorumque virorum
sive ecclesiastica sive civili dignitate praestantium, Emus et Rmus Dnus
Oardinalis Dominicus Ferrata hujus Causae Ponens seu Relator in Ordina
rio Sacrorum Rituum Congregationis Coetu subsignata die ad Vaticanum
habito, sequens dubium discutiendum proposuit : A n sit signanda Commissio Introductionis Causce in casu et ad effectum de quo agitur ? Et Emi
ac Rmi Patres Sacris tuendis Ritibus praepositi, post relationem ipsius
Cardinalis Ponentis, audito voce et seripto R. P. C. Alexandro Verde
Sanctae Fidei Promotore, omnibusque accurate perpensis resrati sunt:
cribere Affirmative seu signandam esse CommissioneiUj si Sanctissimo placuerit. Die 12 julii 1904.
Facta post modum de his Sanctissimo Domino Nostro PIO Papae X per
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that is,- the commission should be signed i f it so please the
Holy Father.— July 12, 1904.
of
facts was then made to our Holy
Pius X . by His Eminence, the Rev. Cardinal Louis
Pro-Prefect o f the Sacred Congregation o f Rites,
His Holiness approved and confirmed the rescript o f
the
Congregation. He deigned to sign with his own
hand the commission for the introduction o f the Cause or
Venerable Servant o f God, Justin de Jacobis, Bishop
Nilopolis and Vicar Apostolic o f Abyssinia, o f the
Congregation o f St. Vincent de Paul, on the 13th day o f
month and year.
SERA PH
Cardinal C R E T O N I,
Prefect o f the S. C. o f Rites.

A relation
Father
Tripepi,
and
same

these

the
of

the same

IN,

■(" D IO M E D E P A N IC I, Archbishop o f Laodicea,
Secretary o f the S. C. o f Rites.

The first step having thus been taken towards the beati
fication of Mgr. de Jacobis, who has now claim to the
title of Venerable,— it belongs to his compatriots o f Italy,
and the faithful of the countries he evangelized, to hasten
by their prayers, and obtain by their faith the miracles re
quired to secure the elevation o f the Servant o f God to
the holy altars.
Emum et Rmum Dnum Cardinalem Aloisium Tripepi Sacræ Ri tu urn Con
gregation! Pro-Præfectum relatione, Sanctitas Sua Rescriptsm Sacræ
ejusdem Congregationis ratum habuit et confirmavit, propriaque manu
signare dignata est Commissionem Introductionis Causæ prædicti Ven.
Servi Dei J u stin i de Jacobis Episcopi Nicopolitani et Vicarii Apostolici
Abyssinensis, e Congregatione Missionis S. Vincentii a Paulo, die 18,
eisdem mense et anno.
SERAPHINÜS Card. CRETONI,
L.
S.
S. R. C. Præfectus.
f

DIOMEDES PANICI, Archiep. Laodicen.,
S. R. C. Secretarius.
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AUSTRIA
O V A TIO N OFFERED B Y T H E C IT Y OF V IE N N A TO
Vi A il Y IM M AC U L AT E .

Ldter from Sister N ...,Daughter o f Charity, to the Most
Honored Mother K i e f f e r .
On the twentieth o f Jane, 1904, the city of Vienna pre
sented to heaven and earth a ravishing spectacle in the
ovation .offered by its inhabitants on the occasion o f the fif
tieth anniversary o f the definition o f the Immaculate Con
ception. To those who had the happiness o f witnessing it,
the remembrance thereof will ever prove an incentive to
piety and fervor. The following recital can give but a
faint idea o f the magnificence o f the celebration.
The preparations had been made on a large scale. From
the vigil, Saturday evening, the city had been decorated
with great care. A heavy rain and violent storm during
the night had threatened the arrangements for an out-door
celebration, but the anxiety o f the people was relieved by
the return o f good weather; the sun shone brilliantly as
the procession set out and hid itself under the clouds only
at the moment o f the opening o f the ceremonies.
From all parts o f the city the faithful directed their
steps processionally to Am H o f Square where a magnificent
pedestal had been erected, surmounted by a statue o f the
Blessed Virgin, before which the solemn act o f Consecra
tion to Mary Immaculate was to be made.
One o f the processions left from the church o f St. Severine, belonging to the Priests o f the Mission and directed
its steps to St. Stephen’s, the cathedral. It was composed
o f the Confraternity o f St. Vincent de Paul and about one
hundred and seventy Children o f Mary with their blue
ribbons and beautiful banner, which they deemed it an
honor to carry in turn notwithstanding the length o f the
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seventy o f their number.
Before leaving the church, Benediction o f the Blessed
Sacrament had been given. The Priests o f the Mission, and
the clergy o f the parish, clothed in surplices, headed the
procession; the bells rang out a joyous peal; the richest
hangings adorned the way; the crowd advanced piously
reciting the rosary. Nothing interfered with the course
of the procession, for the police officers were everywhere
maintaining order; no vehicles were allowed to intrude,
being obliged to wait until the procession had passed. As
the terminus o f the pilgrimage was reached the prayers
redoubled and with loud voice the Children o f Mary re
peated the invocation: “ O Mary, conceived without sin,
pray for us who have recourse to thee.”
As we arrived at an early hour, about two o’clock, a very
desirable position was assigned us. 'Am H o f Square pre
sented a gorgeous spectacle; the pillar on which rested the
statue ot Mary shone with resplendent beauty, lilies were
every where blended with the decorations, and the vari
ous banners gently swayed under the influence o f the ris
ing wind. A magnificently adorned altar had been erected
at the base o f the column, and fronting this, upon a ter
race, was the pavilion destined for the members o f the im
perial family, by whose presence we were to be made happy.
The vast surrounding space had been set apart for the
processions and was so well protected that the most perfect
order reigned throughout. Each deputation on arriving
chanted the well known hymn “ Remember, O gracious
Queen,” etc.. Everywhere the praises o f Mary were
sounded by the believing crowd.
From the church o f St. Stephen, the cathedral of Vien
na, came the principal procession headed by the Confra
ternity o f the working men and their patrons, all reciting
aloud the rosary; these were followed by the choristers o f
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St. Stephen, the students o f Pazmaneum, the seminarians,
the religious, the clergy, the canons o f the cathedral, then
Monsigneur, the Bishop, and his assistants. The various
Confraternities of students o f the University walked as
a guard o f honor on each side o f the canons and the
Bishop. The Mayor, Mr. Lueger, Mr. Neumayer, and
the magistrates o f the city, were also in attendance.
About thirty thousand people were now assembled; it
was a marvellous sight to behold that immense crowd
whose only interest seemed centered in beholding the statue
of the Blessed Virgin and whose sole desire seemed to be
to do her honor.
All the adjacent windows commanding a view o f the
scene were occupied. His Majesty, the King o f Den
mark with his suite were at the palace o f the Nuncio and
thus took part in the feast. Several prelates were in attendance as a committee o f reception to His Majesty the
Emperor. The joy was universal; as the various groups
approached singing the praises o f Mary the crowd already
there mingled its voice with that o f the newly arrived,
and thus the program o f the Feast seemed to frame itself
spontaneously to a hymn o f rejoicing and triumph.
About three o’clock the members o f the Imperial family
arrived and were greeted by the joyous acclamations o f the
crowd, but when the Emperor was seen coming in an open
carriage, the public enthusiasm reached its height, cheers of
welcome tilled the air. The Emperor was visibly affected
as he entered the church. The national hymn was now
sung and His Eminence Cardinal Gruscha presented His
Majesty with holy water; then a canon escorted the Em
peror to the “ Loggia” , whilst His Eminence the Cardinal
ascended the altar erected at the base o f the column.
The religious ceremonies now commenced in presence o f
the statue before which three hundred and fifty years ago
an ancestor o f our Emperor had prostrated himself and
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proclaimed belief in the immaculate Conception, a belief
that, for centuries, Austria has publicly professed.
The choristers, accompanied by military music, entoned a
beautiful canticle in honor of the Blessed \ irgin, and with
one voice the thousands o f Christians united in this concert
o f praise. His Majesty the Emperor remained standing
and with deep emotion admired the unique spectacle.
A t the conclusion o f the hymn the Emperor and all the
assembly knelt.
Two choirs chanted the Litany oi the
Blessed Virgin. A magnificent rendition o f the Salve
Regina increased the enthusiastic devotion o f the people *
this was followed by the subjoined act o f Consecration to
the Blessed Virgin, the Patroness o f Austria.
“ Most holy Virgin, Mother o f God, we, thy people,
bearing in mind the act o f Consecration by which the Em
peror Ferdinand III., in this very church, before this same
pillar of your Immaculate Conception, in his own name
and that o f his successors, chose thee and vowed ever to
consider thee as the special Sovereign and Patroness o f
Austria, promising to celebrate solemnly the feast o f thy
Immaculate Conception, renew to-day in the presence o f
heaven and of our country, especially o f this city o f
Vienna, the said solemn act o f our consecration and our
devotedness to thy Immaculate Heart so full o f grace and
maternal tenderness.
Protect our Emperor FrancisJoseph, his people, the countries confided to his care and
particularly this our city. Protect our families. Ever be
the safeguard of our Holy Catholic Faith,defend the inno
cent, be the refuge o f sinners, and give health to the sick.
To thee we confide our life, our labors, our sorrows, and
above all the hour o f our death. Deign to accept this our
consecration, obtain for us that we may live in a worthy
manner, and when our life is ended show us the blessed
fruit o f thy womb, Jesus!”
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The emotion o f that vast assembly at this moment cannot be described, only those who witnessed the solemnity
can form a just idea o f it. This emotion was especially
profound when the Confiteor having been recited by the
clergy, His Eminence Cardinal Gruscha gave the apostolic
benediction and announced a plenary indulgence.
The Te Deum was then intoned. At the, Tt ergo qucesumus, all the people prostrated themselves.
The ceremonies having terminated, the assembled multi
tude turned towards the emperor and sang the national
hymn. His Majesty, the members o f the imperial family,
the ministers in attendance, were all visibly affected; there
was but one regret, that the whole nation had not been
witness o f the covenant made with God, the Queen of
Heaven, and our country.
The Emperor expressed to His Eminence the Cardinal
the pleasure he had experienced in assisting at this feast
and from time to time he was heard to say: “ Oh! how
beautiful this is and how truly religious !”
Too rapidly did the festal time speed. The returning
procession o f the Priests o f the Mission reached, at five
p.m, the Church o f St. Severin where the chanting o f the
litany o f the Sacred Heart and the Benediction o f the
Blessed Sacrament closed this ever memorable feast.
Y et at a much later hour, even during the night, a
numerous crowd still lingered around the throne o f our
Immaculate Mother offering their prayers and pious
supplications,

2
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V IE N N A

HOUSE OF IN C U R A B L E S
Extract from tbe Vaterland of July 2, 1904.

The feast of the Visitation o f the Blessed Virgin
brought great consolation to the poor incurables of the
House o f Charity and their good inftrmarians. The new
Apostolic Nuncio, Archbishop Grani to di Belmonte, acompan led by his secretary, Mgr. Nicotra and the ecclesias
tical Saparbr o f tha institution, Mgr. Zschokke, kindly
visited this establishment, where Christian charity has
opened an asylum to all miseries. His Excellency was re
ceived by Sister Theresa Kupper, Superioress o f the Sisters o f Charity o f St. Vincent de Paul, and her large Com
munity; by the Eev. Father Pellerin, Provincial of the
Trinitarians; the Rev. Superior o f the Lazarists o f the
house o f Wahring; and Rev. Professor Ecker. There
were also present Counsellor o f State Niederhofer, with the
members o f the Council o f Administration; Mr. Zehetuer,
director o f the Archconfraternity o f the Most Holy Trinity
and Dr. Publig, one o f the physicians o f the establishment.
After the customary formalities o f reception His Excel
lency entered the chapel where he made a visit to the Blessed
Sacrament. Accompanied by Mgr. Zschokke, he afterwards
went through the wards, being introduced to the patients
as the representative o f the Holy Father, who had brought
them his precious benediction and, therefore, had a special
claim on their prayers.
On the small table beside each bed was a statue o f the
Blessed Virgin or some saint, surrounded with flowers.
His Excellency was charmed with the order and cleanli
ness that reigned throughout the establishment and with a
smiling countenance, he blessed and encouraged all, es
pecially those who seemed to be suffering most, and he
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traced! tire sign o f the cross upon the brow o f the smallest
among the little ones. Great was their joy when the dis
tinguished visitor could speak to them m French, or in
Italian. A Jew was delighted to see that no account was
made o f difference o f religion.
His Excellency, with amiable condescension, visited all
the wards and rooms o f the first and second story, even
the basement in which are the kitchen, laundry,, dryingroom, etc.,manifesting every where the highest satisfaction,
and having for every one a kind word,
After seeing the house, the Nuncio repaired to the com^
munity-room where he addressed the assembled sisters in
French, remarking that as he could not speak to them ill
German, he had recourse to the language o f St. Vincent
de Paul. He expressed his admiration at witnessing, with
order so perfect, the greatest serenity on the countenances
o f the sick. The unbounded devotedness o f the Sisters
o f Charity, he said, had produced this effect at once so
wonderful and so consoling.
In true Ciceronian style Mgr. Zschokke, in the name ox
the Council o f Administration, o f the Community, and of
the sick, interpreted their profound gratitude for the visit
o f the Nuncio, which had infused new courage into all
hearts. He assured His Excellency that the prayers of
the sick would ascend to God that the Church and the
State might enjoy the most abundant blessings from the
exercise o f his important office.
After inscribing their names in the album o f honor, the
Nuncio and his secretary conversed for a few moments
with the members o f the council o f administration, who
reiterated their thanks for the pleasure which his visit had
afforded them. This time in German His Excellency
thanked the Community, and those who had accompanied
him ingoing through the establishment, and gave the apos
tolic benediction. A graceful coincidence: this visit of
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the Holy Father’s representative to the poor incurables^
took place on the very day that the Church honors the
mystery o f the charitable visit o f the Blessed Virgin to
her cousin St. Elizabeth.
The following is the address made by His Excellency
Prince Granito de Belmonte, Apostolic Nuncio o f Austria,
to the Sisters o f Charity o f St. Vincent de Paul, of the
House o f Incurables after his visit to the hospital:
“ My Dear Sisters,
“ Not being able to speak to you in German, I have re
course to the beautiful language spoken by your Father, St.
Vincent de Paul, which is likewise that o f your MotherHouse, Rue du Bac, which T have often visited, to tell you,
my dear Sisters, how I have been charmed, edified, and
touched, in going through this blessed institution which so
justly bears the name o f House o f Charity. Thanks, for
the kind welcome extended to me. Thanks also, for the
touching spectacle which it has been given me to admire,
in your numerous wards, where all infirmities are sheltered
under the mantle of charity.
“ What struck me most was to see beside the exquisite
order and neatness, which are the distinguishing features o f
all your houses, that unalterable peace and joy which beam
from every countenance. How could any one withhold his
admiration on seeing these generous sick who for twentyfive years, and even longer, have so cheerfully borne their
lo t! How hard for them to be forced to realize that never
shall their feet touch the ground again; that their hands
must always remain paralyzed! I confess to you, my dear
Sisters, that in witnessing such generosity in sacrifice, I said
to myself: “ God grant that in the evening o f my life, I
too may be able to bear my last sufferings with so much
patience!” I wish the same to all those who are now lis
tening to me.
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''These, my dear Sisters, are the fruits— the precious
fruits o f your abnegation and your admirable devotedness*
Acting as you do according to this spirit of St. Vincent de
Paul, the Lord cannot fail to bless your undertaking.
As you have accorded me so gracious a reception, above
all, as the representative o f His Holiness Pius X ., allow
me to grant you some favors as a remembrance o f my
having passed through your holy house. It is well known
that with the Sisters o f Charity o f St. Vincent de Paul,
there can be no question o f temporal treasures. Presently
I shall deposit my humble offering in the hands of the
very dear Sister Superioress, that she may procure some
little delicacies for your poor sick; but I know that
the good Sisters appreciate far more a spiritual benefit.
Knowing your customs, for I am acquainted with your
Very Rev. Superior General, Father Fiat, whom I have
often had the pleasure o f meeting, I am aware that he has
arranged the list for your Communions o f the year, I take
pleasure in adding thereunto a novena o f Communions of
favor for the three houses which are occupied with this
work founded for the relief o f incurables. Finally>
owing to my privilege as Apostolic Nuncio o f Vienna,
from my heart I now give you the apostolic benediction.

2*
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GREAT BRITAIN
MISSIONS IN

SCOTLAND

T H E FAST A N D TH E PRESENT

The first Mission which history records in the country
now known as Scotland, was that o f St. Ninian, said to
have been the son of a British chieftain.
Irle received his education at the school o f St. Martin o f
Tours and afterwards at Rome, whence he set out duly
commissioned for his great and perilous work. Having
arrived early in the fifth century and taken for his centre
(not geographical) a place called Withhorn on a SouthWestern promontory, his work went on, ending only with*
his life, A. D. 412. The fruit o f his labors was nothing
less than the conversion o f the country as far Northward
as the Grampion Hills. His converts were called Piets
(Southern), from the custom they had when savages o f
painting their bodies. Thè principal traces o f his labors
are to be seen at Withhorn, where his house or monas
tery is well-remembered as “ Candida Casa,” or "White
House, so called from the color o f the «tone o f the coun
try. This indeed is a matter o f history.
T H E SECOND MISSION

But what o f the rest o f the country, that part so full o f
interest, with its mountains, its lakes and numerous islands
to the North and North-west? No message o f Redemp
tion has reached them yet; they are idolaters all. A cen
tury and a half, from the death o f St. Ninian have still to
pass before their day o f mercy. We are now far into the
sixth century; the time is come, and the man. That man
chosen by God is a saint, the great St, Columba or Columkille or, the dove o f the church, so named from his fre-
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*q'uent visits to the church. Tie has done already the work
o f a saint in Ireland his Native land'; but there is Scotland-,
In great part idolatrous and the whole in a state o f spirit
ual destitution! Though lie loved the land o f his birth
with & love bordering on passion, and had many relative^
princes there, at the call o f God he is prepared to break
those ties. We may pass over as Untrustworthy the story
o f his being sent on this mission as a penaMce for hfe sup-^
posed co-operation in a disastrous War. (See Dr. Lanigan’s
E. FI.) Montalembert (M onte o f the West) relates this
story for its worth, but, with Dr. Lanigan, We need no
fabulous story to explain the Voyage so full o f peril; Co-*
lumba’s burning zeal explains it alL
With twelve companion monks he embarks in his little
boat, and, heaven-directed, lands safely on the island since
called Iona, and also H oly Island. This becomes the cen-^
tre of his missionary operations; he erects a monastery and
chapel and makes a beginning o f Community life, which we
cannot doubt, drew abundant blessings upon his labors.
In this and other preliminary work, a period o f about two
years was spent. And now spiritually armed-other weap
ons they have not> nor if such were available, would they
be employed— they go forth in vmiine Domini. Brude,
the powerful king o f the Northern Piets, first opposed his
mission, but by a miracle Was won over to the Church and
baptized by Columba. The islands— the Orkneys and the
Hebrides— were visited and converted> as was also the
mainland; not however, without stern opposition on the
part o f the Druids. But, if miracles were needed they were
at hand. To give an example—A boy, a member o f a re-^
cently converted family died, and this was set down by the
Druid priest as a visitation and availed o f as a triumph
over the saint. The triumph was o f short duration, for?
by the prayers o f the saint, the boy was restored to life.
Nor was the mission o f our saint confined to those
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Northern regions. Fie, or the members o f his Community,
went Southward, even to the borders o f England where io
some parts the work of St. Ninian needed to be resumed.
In Argyleshire and the adjoining territories, more than a
passing visit was sorely needed, and freely was it paid;
for here were the countrymen o f the missionaries, their kith
and kin. During the past century the Scots (Irish ) had
made repeated descents on those parts o f Caledonia, and at
length they succeeded in establishing there a colony, which
went on increasing, till., as we shall see, a few centuries
later, the country was all their own. These adventurers,
having come, not for missionary purposes, but for con
quest, we have yet to learn whether or how far they spread
the faith brought with them from Ireland. Presumably
they would have largely profited by the residence o f the
missionaries o f Iona among them.
The whole country was for the most part now converted
and Columba had but to consolidate his work. This he
could the more easily accomplish inasmuch as he had been
made chief ruler o f the Church in Scotland; a favor con
tinued to his successors for two hundred years, provision
being otherwise made for episcopal functions.
A s a principal means of perpetuating his work and com
pleting the conversion o f the country, he founded and or
ganized monasteries, not only in Scotland, but in Ireland.
The latter he visited as far as the brief period o f a visit
allowed him to do, and returning, he retired to his beloved
Iona. There ended his mission, a mission o f hard and
persevering labors interspersed with miracles, for four and
thirty years.
Ascending an eminence near the monastery he blessed
it, and with it the entire country, and on the day following
passed to his reward. No wonder that this Holy Island
though bare and desolate, and its buildings almost level
with the ground is, after the lapse o f fourteen centuries,
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annually visited by all the religiously minded who have
the means of doing so.
We have now reached the seventh century; the great
Irish missionary is gone but his work continues. His
monks are powerfully aided by the prayers, the austerities,
and the labors of many an Irish saint. So was it in Columba’s time, and $o will it be, much more, for centuries
to follow. They came, some as anchorets, and some for
preaching and other missionary labors. Of the former,
Dr. Forbes, a Scotch Protestant writer says: “The same
aspect of religion that peopled the deserts of Egypt with
the followers of St. Anthony and St. Paul, filled the
storm-beaten islets of the Atlantic and German Oceans
with solitaries, who, amid the roaring of the waves and
screams of seabirds, sang praises to God and practised
austerities which this age can hardly realize. They were
said, as it were technically, qucerere erernum in oceano, to
seek a desert spot in the ocean. The traces of hermitages
and oratories are found on the great insular range of the
Hebrides.”
Doctor, now Cardinal Moran, has left us in his Irish
Saints in Great Britain , a long list of Irish saints, some
anchorets, others missionaries, who for six hundred years
blessed the land by their preaching and prayers. From
St. Coemghen, in the sixth century to St. Malachy in the
twelfth, a friendly union subsists between these two Celtic
nations. That Scotland was the gainer is now fully ad
mitted by the highest Protestant authorities. Take one—
and the same a Scotchman—Dr. Forbes honestly writes:
“All over Scotland we note the close connection of this
country with Ireland, although naturally it is in Argyleshire we find the strongest evidence of the Dalriad Scots
with their brethren of E rin ; and through this province,
above all, does our country claim a share in that wonder
ful Christian civilization and culture which is the glory of
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Ireland.’* How the Irish could have so influenced the1
sister country is explained by the historical fact that from
the end of the eighth century they had made it their own.
We quote Cardinal Moran, who in turn quotes a British
writer, whom no one will suspect of partiality to Ireland.
It is the well-known Givaldus Cambrensis, writing in
the twelfth century: “The Scots (Irish) having occupied
the whole of North Britain, from sea to sea, gave it their
name, and continue to rule over it to the present day.”
So it was in the time of Christopher Columbus) and so it
is in our own times, the missionary following in the foot
steps of the conqueror or colonist, and by Christianizing
the rude barbarian, civilizing him in the most perfect sense
of that word.
Nor were the nuns of Ireland without a representative
ih this great work for Scotland. The names of St.
Bridgid and St. Beeves are well and favorably known
to the Scottish antiquarian, for the foundation made by
them; and for the many evidences of their sanctity. I t
was at least principally from the monasteries of Ireland,
so numerous and so flourishing, that the missionaries went
forth to make Scotland, like the land of their birth, a coun
try of the saints. These, and not those fabulous mission
aries from the East of a much earlier date were the real
Culdees who studded the land with churches and monas
teries, and caused religion to flourish for centuries of the
early Middle Ages. (See Reeves, Protestant writer, “The
Culdees of the British Islands.”)
It is now about the ninth century, and the calamities
that desolated Western Europe at an earlier date have at
length fallen upon Scotland in common with England and
Ireland. I refer to the ravages of the Northmen, pagan
barbarians* Here it was the Danes or Scandinavians
whose chief object was plunder and destruction; and who
at the same time were enemies of the Christian Faith*
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For two centuries the flourishing churches suffered at their
hands« The ministers of Religion massacred in the disoharge of their sacred functions, churches and monastic
buildings plundered and ruined, and fervent Christians led
into shameful slavery, are but some of the distressing
«effects of those repeated visits from the barbarians.
Rut see how the Providence and Mercy of God shine
forth! These rovers of the sea, poor lawless people, scarce
knew what they wTere doing; and now having seen the
constancy of the Christians under the sharpest trials for
their Faith, and their other virtues so strange and so beau
tiful, in contrast with their own miserable lives? they were
drawn to the Church which taught these admirable lessons.
The work of conversion began with the traders, who, re
turning to their Northern homes procured missionaries for
their people.
In Scotland, however, the Church was in a state of
complete disorganization; the stones of the sanctuary lay
scattered here and there; there was sore need of recon
struction.
This work was taken up vigorously, among others, by
the good King Malcolm III., and his Queen, St. Margaret.
Commenced in the eleventh century, it was carried on by
their worthy son David I., till the middle of the twelfth*
In this century new troubles fell on the poor suffering
Church from the rival claims to jurisdiction made by the
Archbishops of Canterbury and York. This question
was decided by reference to Rome—a respite followed till
about the close of the thirteenth century, when the wars
with England began and lasted for another two hundred
years! War, at best, is a condition anything but favorable
to the progress of religion. Thus it was with Scotland at
the dawn or the eve of the so-called Reformation. Ben
efices were sold to or bestowed upon unworthy subjects by
the nobles. These same were self-constituted heads of
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religious houses, and if they did not venture on the func
tions of their office, they appointed men to them who were
little better than themselves. No wonder that laxity first,
and then scandals crept into some of the monasteries; and
that the faithful sought bread and there were none to
break it to them, unless they would have it from manifest
ly unworthy hands.
I t was just the time for a heresiarch and that man was
at his work in Geneva. The rest is history, and I am only
giving an account of missions in Scotland. I shall merely
say that, if John Calvin never visited Scotland he was well
represented there by another, John Knox.
John Knox, a Scotchman and a priest, imbibed at Geneva
the heresy of Calvin, and, returning to his native country,
preached it with all the virulence of an iconoclast, which
indeed he was. His undisguised aim was to destroy the
Catholic Church, root and branch. After his harangues
in which “the Beast/’ “the man of sin/’ “Antichrist,” and
such vile epithets were always heard, rioting was freely in
dulged in, notably at St. Andrew’s and Perth.
The images and the altars in the churches were destroyed }
and the monasteries rifled and dismantled. He was power
fully aided by the majority of the “lairds,” longing for the
spoils of the Church, by which their brother lords in
England were so liberally rewarded. The result was a
war between the Catholics and the heretics in which the
latter were victorious. Parliament, in the absence of the
young queen (Mary), and against her expressed pronounce
ment, enacted that: “None should say Mass, nor hear, nor
be present at it under pain of confiscation of all their goods,
and the punishing of their bodies at the discretion of the
magistrates.” Elsewhere we have seen a more distinct
piece of legislation against the Holy Sacrifice, arranging a
gradation of penalties for the first, second, and third oifence
of saying Mass —the last being the punishment of death.
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This, one would say, were sufficient without adding other
penal enactments.
Meanwhile, the king of Scotland has become King of
England as well—James I . ; but the change brought no re
lief to the persecuted Catholics.
Even episcopacy, though a Protestant episcopacy, was
scarce tolerated, for it bore the seemings of “popery.”
Later and the kingdom has given .place to a Common
wealth, with Oliver Cromwell for its “Protector.” How
this change affected the Church in Scotland may be learned
from an edict, directed by the same Protector to the judges
and magistrates of the whole country. “It has been repre
sented to us that many persons, especially in the South,
have passed over to Popery. Desirious of stopping this,
the judges are commanded to make diligent search, partic
ularly for priests, whom they shall imprison, and at once
punish according to the law.
JLAZARIST MISSION.

After about a century of such legislation against the
Church, it is easy to understand the lamentable condition
of the Catholics in Scotland. Here, surely, was a field for
missionary work. The part taken in it by the Jesuit Fa
thers is well remembered, for one of their number gained
the martyr’s crown. The annals of some of the older
orders have no doubt records of the labors of their sub
jects. We look for the Priests of the Mission, and we find
them. Our Holy Founder, whose hand, in the words of
his hymn, was “over all the earth like God’s own Provi
dence” and whose Sons did such wonders in Ireland in a
similar case, had his eye upon unhappy Scotland. I wish
merely to supplement what his biographers have told us;
and this.I am enabled to do by the notes carefully written
by the late Father McNamara, C. M., Irish College,
Paris.
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In the Community at Paris, about the middle of the
seventeenth century, there were some Irish and Scotch con
frères who spoke the same Celtic language, or two dialects
of the same : so the selection of missionaries was made,nat
urally, from among them. Two only were chosen at first,
others were to follow should reports from the pioneers so
advise. It was a mission full of difficulty and danger ;
hardly less so than that to I reland, which was crowned by
extraordinary success, or that to Madagascar, which if par
tially successful, was so at the cost of the precious life of
many a Missionary. With such a prospect before them,
holding their lives in their hands, and, we must suppose,*
encouraged by the hope of martyrdom, Fathers Germain
Duggan and Francis White (these were the two first
chosen) pursued their way, not by the ordinary route but
by Holland. Thay did this and also assumed the disguise
o f merchants to evade detection, for the heretics were
on the lookout for priests as their richest prize. Very
soon after landing in Scotland, they had two experiences,
one providential and the other apparently the reverse*
The first was the meeting with a Catholic nobleman Glen
garry, belonging to the country. He took them under his
protection and continued to render them valuable services*
The other was their detection by an apostate priest, who
published far and near their presence in the country and
the object of their mission. This too proved providential ;
for the unfortunate informer was seized on by a malady
causing excessive pains through his body, and well nigh
depriving him o f th e sense of sight and o f hearing. In
th is he saw th e hand of God, wept over his apostasy, and
promised reparation. Having recovered, as suddenly as
he had b een attacked, he sought absolution and reconcilia
tion with the Church. He could n o t however, undo a ll
th e e v il of h is previous conduct, a n d his publication of the
p riests made their m issio n in the towns and Lowlands all
https://via.library.depaul.edu/annals_en/vol11/iss4/1
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but an impossibility. Therefore, did they turn their atten
tion to the Highlands and the numerous islands to the
North and West. They found it expedient to part com
pany and thus to deprive themselves of that mutual com
fort of which they had need to sustain them, and which
under other circumstances could not be dispensed with.
Father Duggan took up the Hebrides or Western islands,
which were numerous, and to Father White fell the main
land (Highlands).
Let us first follow the fortunes of the former. See on
the map these Western isles, but far up towards the
North, some scattered and some in groups; here was the
scene of our good Missionary’s labors for the next six
years. A. small boat with a rower and an attendant to
serve Mass and look after the vestments and other ap
pliances — behold the entire outfit. We learn that fish
abounded in those Northern seas, and we may suppose
that the boat was furnished with a net; but the Missionary
net was cast out at once, and took men in great numbers.
First a big fish, in the person of Mr. Clanronald, a propri
etor on the island of W ist; and after his example, a num
ber of his dependents with their families.
Having labored there for sometime, Father Duggan
passed on to the islands of Eigg and Caney — but, let us
have the words of the good priest himself. In a letter,
long expected and joyfully received by St. Vincent, he
says: “ Here the Lord was pleased in His mercy to convert
from eight to nine hundred persons, who were so little in
structed in matters relating to religion that there were not
fifty amongst them who knew a single mystery of the
Christian Faith. I hope that the rest of the population
will soon give glory to God. I found from thirty to for
ty individuals of seventy, eighty, and a hundred years,
who had not received the sacrament of Baptism. I in
structed and baptized them. They died a short time after,
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and, doubtless, are now praying to God for those who
cured them so great a blessing* A great part of the inhab
itants lived in concubinage, but, thanks to God, we have
remedied this disorder, marrying those who wished it, and
separating those who did not. We have taken nothing
from these people for our service^” Then follow some
details about his two attendants — one of whom acted as
catechist — and about their meagre food “ordinarily one
meal a day and that of barley or oaten bread with some
cheese or salt butter;... sometimes passing mountains and
other uninhabited tracts for whole days without food.”
He recommends sending laborers into that vineyard “ who
know the language and better still who know how to suffer
hunger and thirst, and to sleep on the bare ground. ”
In a second letter to his Superior he tells him how God
had blessed his labors among those islanders. In one island,
Wist, from ten to twelve hundred “brought back to the
fold.” He names five islands with a population of from six
to seven thousand souls all converted or resolved to receive
instructions.” In another island, Barra, he found people so
pious and so anxious to be instructed that he was charmed
with them; let him teach bat one child in every village the
Pater , Ave , and Credo, and all old and young know them
in two days. Here he received into the Church nearly all
the members of the family that owned the island, with the
son of a minister. These he evidently considered of great
importance by reason of their example. Wrell might he say
“the harvest is ripe;” and that to be engaged in such a
work was his meat and his drink; better than the food
that perishes, than all the ¡comforts and luxuries of the
world.
We may, I think, seek to understand a little the secret
of his success. After the humility and zeal of the Mission
ary and his confidence in God, we may set it down; 1st,
that the people were poor and very poor ; and God loves to
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bèstO'w His favors on the poor, who moreover, as a rule o]>
pose fewer obstacles to His grace. 2ndly, they were re
moved from the contamination of heresy. Some of the “min
isters” indeed entered oil their work atnoiig them ; but it
was of very short duration. The manner of living was far
too severe, and so the poor people Were spared the infliction
and were not robbed of their old Catholic traditions. Srdly,
and lastly, is an occurrence which I give on the authority
of the Missionary himself in which the hand of God will
manifestly be seen,—The evil dispositions of five persons
who presented themselves at the Holy Table were public
ly made known ; for, the tongues advanced to receive could
not be withdrawn till the Blessed Sacrament was removed.
Acknowledging their sacrilege they confessed aright, came
in better dispositions and received the Bread of life* Here
was a speaking proof that the Missionary Was divinely sent
to them, and a Warning that Holy Things are not to be given
to dogs. The same authority adds, that many wonderful
things were effected through the power of H oly Water ; and
that, after Baptism., some who had been troubled by ghosts
and evil spirits were delivered, or left unmolested,
Encouraged by these successes, and trusting in à protect
ing Providence) of which he had so many evidences, he
braced himself for other perils, and other conquests. Writ
ing to a confrère, Father Duggan says; ‘T am preparing
to set out for Pabba (one of the islands about which there
was some special difficulty)...,., it is a strange and terrible
place ; but the hope of bringing many stray sheep into the
fold, and our confidence in our Lord have made us despise
dangers and death itself. Besides, as heresy has not in
vested those islanders, there is reason to hope that, when
they will have been instructed in the truths of our holy
religion, they will be enabled with God’s grace to maintain
and preserve it there. Thus we go, under His protection.”
3
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On this, Father Me Namara, whose notes we are following*
throughout, remarks: “This project was to our missions
in a small way what the conquest of China had been to
the Apostle of the Indies.” But God willed otherwise;
and our Apostle, having obtained his passport for the island
and arranged to leave for it in five days, was taken ill.
Bad and insufficient food, continued traveling, with the
labors of his ministry had quite exhausted him; and hedeparted to receive the reward of his labors, magna nimis .”
This occurred May 17, 1657, within sight of Pabba. He
was buried in the island of Wist. (Rt. Rev. Dr. Kyle,
Vicar Apostolic of North Scotland in I860, who also re
marks that the name was Dermot, not Germain, Duggan.)
How St. Vincent was affected by the news, and how the
poor islanders deplored the loss of their Father we know
from our Holy Founder’s words on the occasion.
Father White, in the meantime, was pursuing his labors
on the mainland and for a time on the Northern islands
called the Orkneys. I t was a mission, if not of so great
privations, of greater dangers from the heretics. He vis
ited towns and villages, instructing, hearing confessions,
confirming in the faith the poor Catholics, and receiving
into the Church “large numbers of the sectarians.” His
mission was singularly blessed by God—it would, in some
cases, seem even miraculous. One instance I will mention
for I cannot remember to have read it in St. Vincent’s
Conferences. In one of his addresses to the Congregation
he touched on it but lightly and guardedly, for he could
not think that any member of his Community would be
made the instrument of a miraculous work. The weather
was most unfavorable to fishing,"which was the sole depend
ence of the people bordering on the coast. With undoubting
faith in tlie sanctity of Father White they urged him to
pray and to sprinkle with Holy Water that or those parts
of the sea from which they hoped for relief. He did so;
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and their common faith was rewarded; a calm ensued and
the fish were taken in abundance. This and other facts
made a great impression on the people within ta d without
the Church, and numerous conversions were the fesul t
The “ministers” became alarmed and applied for more
stringent measures against Catholics, Just at that time
Cromwell was at the head of the state in England, Ireland,
and Scotland, as “ Protector,” and he issued the edict already
referred to, ordering a strict search for “popish priests,”
to have them tried, and Condemned to de'ath. An official
was empowered to enter every dwelling in the land; and
entrance was made into the castle of the Marquis of H untly
(Gorden). Three priests were found there —a Jesuit
Father, a secular priest, and Father White} these were
placed under arrest to be tried at Aberdeen. We shall
keep our eyes on oui own dear confrere: he is in prison
and the news has reached our Holy Founder. As he under
stood the edict he regarded the condemnation as certain, and
to that effect, Wrote and made an address to his Community.
In that address there is one of the many evidences he lias
left us of his good nature, as well as of his exalted virtue t
there is a balancing; he Would see his Son, beloved in
Christ, delivered from his enemies, and enjoy again his so
ciety in the Community; and he would not deprive him of
the martyr’s croWn that awaited him. There is a mixture—
or rather, the one feeling is elevated and consecrated by the
other. So it is, the saints do not seek to suppress the natur
al feelings or affections, but they consecrate them, by direct^
ing them to a higher end. Father White, however, was to
be a martyr only in desire; for, to incur the penalty of death
he should be convicted of having exercised ftome function
of his ministry. This Was attempted through a false wit
ness whose testimony broke, down and the prisoner was
set free, after five or six months of penal confinement.
Not, however, without an injunction of the severest kind—
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that should he be found preaching, instructing, or baptizing
any one... to be hanged without any form of trial.
During the imprisonment the work of the mission went
vigorously on in the hands of the laborers sent by St. Vin
cent into the vineyard so fruitful yet so full of danger.
These do not seem to have taken the vows of the Congre
gation, testimonies are conflicting. I have the name of
one only, Father Luxnsden, a Scotchman who worked un
der St. Vincent, and corresponded with him. He reported
a harvest white for the sickle —all the people high and low
willing to receive instruction at their missions in the Low
lands, and likely, at least, to abjure their errors: receptions
into the Church a thing of everyday occurrence, whilst the
Catholic portion of the people were more confirmed in the
faith. But, alas! that edict of Cromwell! The Missionary
must now conceal himself and do his work principally in
the night.
But what of the liberated prisoner, the good Father
White? Will he obey the mandate and shrink from his
work through fear of impending and immediate death?
Far from it, like the first Apostles, he held, and practically,
that he should obey God rather than man, or rather than
the enemy of God. And, following the direction given to
those same Apostles, when one place was not available for
his ministry, he fled to another; he withdrew to the moun
tains and there labored as before. After about eight years
of missionary work he left for Paris, to give an account to
his Superior, and probably through want of means. This
we learn from a letter of Dr. Kyle, V icar Apostolic of the
North of Scotland, 1860, who at the request of Father
Kavanagh, C. M., first Superior of our house at Lanark,
made diligent inquiries for documents and traditions relat
ing to the mission. He tells us that after an absence of
two years, Father White returned in 1662; retired a second
time in 1665 for a period of about three years. Returning
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in IB68 he continued to discharge his laborious duties as &
Missionary till his death, 1679. He spent about a month
in the Lowlands in bad health-. “I have never been able
to learn,” writes a Mr. Dunbar to Mr, Barclay, prefect of
the Scotch college Paris, at the time, in what part of the
Highlands, Father White died or was interred,” “Then,”
continues Dr, Kyle, “ I am in a maimer satisfied that the
two named (Fathers Duggan and White) were the only
members of the Congregation of the Mission who ever
labored in Scotland before yourselves came to it. There
was another Scotch missionary, a Father Thomas Lumsden,
who occasionally corresponded with St. V Mcent, and, as I
have reason to believe, was aided by the Saint in making
this journey to Scotland and for some time, at least, in sub
sisting there; but, I am certain he was never affiliated to
the Congregation. He was educated in the Scotch college
at Rome, took the Usual oath or vows to be subject to the
Propaganda,».. . was prefect of the Scotch college, Paris*
where perhaps he died.1 Such is the very meagre answer I
can give to your inquiries. The toils and labors of these
admirable Apostles ; the zeal and fervor which gave life
and fruit to their, labors are however chronicled in the Book
of Life. Much though we may regret it, there is no loss
to them in the fact that a subsequent age of persecution has
so much (lost)... the traces of what so well deserves to be
remembered in all its details. Still, though their memory
1 See the R e g istry o f priests and clerics received into the Congregation of
the M ission fro m 1625-1764 (National Archives, MM, 51 9 ) :
Germain D u g g a n , priest, aged twenty-five years, n a t i v e o f Ireland, re^
ceived at Paris, August 26, 1625.
Francis W h i t e , aged twenty-five years, native o f Limerick, Ireland, re
ceived at Paris, October 14, 1645: made his vows, October 15, 1647, and
was ordained priest in 1651.
Thomas L u m s d e n , aged between twenty and thirty years, native of
Scotland, diocese of Aberdeen, received at Paris, October 31, 1645.

3*
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is but imperfectly preserved, the effect of their exertions
has persevered and perseveres to the present day. (I860).
In these districts and islands the names of which are given
in St.- Y ineent’s life, places which they found almost lost
or heathen, the great bulk of the people brought by them
to the knowledge of the faith still retain the belief and
practice of it, in spite of all persecution and seduction.
May the prayers of St. V incent, the effects of which one
must be blind, if circumstances are attended to, not to see
in the all—(obscure)...... bring down an equal benediction
011 the labors of his modern Children.
— Jas. K y l e .”
That our two good Missionaries were Irishmen is cer
tain; but to what part of Ireland they belonged or where
educated, His Lordship, though so kindly painstaking,
could not ascertain. In 1677, application was made on the
part of the Scottish Mission for other workmen of the same
country; but the Superior General, Father Jolly, though
wishing earnestly to accede to the request, could not do soy
“not having at the time men equipped for such a mission,’*7
presumably, not educated in the Celtic tongue.
Here was a mission apostolic in every sense; apostolic
in its difficulties and dangers; apostolic in the abundant
fruits it produced; and apostolic in the permanency of that
fruit. We speak now only of the Highlands and her is
lands; for to the Lowlands, which hold the great mass of
the population the element of permanency does not apply.
The difficulties were too great for their virtue; the spirit
of Knox and Calvin had imbued the minds of the people
now for generations; and persecutions too continued to grind
down the converts. One kind of persecution must have
proved particularly effectual; it was indeed diabolical, for
it aimed at the very root of Catholicity in the land, taking
the children from their parents’ hands. Ministers or Pro
testant catechists were forced upon Catholic families; par-
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^nts Were even obliged to suffer tlie teaching of Calvinism
to their children in their houses, under their very eye&v
Some of those penal enactments were in vigor down k) the
last century, and so the Church in the Lowlands was wellnigh effaced.
But when all this is said by way of palliation it must be
regretted that the clergy and people were not made of
sterner stuff They had but to look across a little arm of
the sea, to Ireland, a kindred country for encouragement,
where the people bravely gave up houses, and lands, and
life rather than renounce the Faith, Alas poor Scotland !
More than two hundred years have since passed, and the
descendants of the men and women who, at the preaching
of Knox in the pulpit of St. Andrew’s and at Perth, broke
the emblems of Christianity and rifled churches, are as
deep in heresy as their fathers were. Even the Oxford
Movement) which has brought so many in England back to
the Church, failed to move them, They are prosperous no
doubt, and they seem to regard temporal prosperity as a note
of the Church; but they are not happy. This you might
see in the faces of most of them, particularly when placed
beside Catholics, who possess none of the good things of
the land, but who are contented in their humble state.
Some few families of the uppei* and educated class have,
within the last half century, been received into the Church ;
but scarce more than one or two from the Kirk. I should
also except converts on the occasion of marriage, by whom
the Missionary sets little store, and would fain not count
them as his own; they are but a doubtful gain.
Then, is there practically no Catholic Church in the
Highlands of Scotland? The answer will be found in what
we shall now say:
J. Carpenter , C. M.
(To be continued)
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SPAIN
MADRID.
OPENING OF THE CHURCH OF ST. VINCENT DE PA U L.

An event most worthy of remembrance was the solemn
consecration of the new church built by the Priests of the
Mission, in Garcia Paredes Street, Chamberí Quarter,
Madrid, near the Central House of the Province.
By a happy coincidence the occasion was also the two
hundredth anniversary of the establishment of the Congre
gation of the Mission in Catholic Spain. The erection of
this church is a proof of the lively zeal which animates the
Congregation for the welfare of the people; it is another
link in the chain of good works eifected during these two
centuries and a new monument of the filial devotion
evinced towards St. Vincent de Paul.
Blessing of the Ground and Laying of the Corner-Stone.

The ground on which the church has been built is to the
right of the Central House of the Mission. It forms the
angle of the two streets, Garcia Paredes and Chamartin de la
Rosa. The location once determined, the ground itself was
solemnly blessed on the twenty-ninth of April, 1900, feast
of the Translation of the Relics of St. Vincent. After Ves
pers the whole Community proceeded to the designated spot
where the usual ceremonies were performed and the ground
blessed by Father Hellade Arnaiz, Visitor of the Spanish
Province. All then returned to the chapel and intoned the
Te Deum .
The following year, after the excavation had been com
pleted, the corner-stone was laid with appropiate ceremo
nies, on March twenty-ninth; Mgr. Marie de Cos, Arch
bishop of Madrid-Alcala, presiding. All the Missionaries,
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a large number of Daughters of Charity, the architect in
charge of the work, and many other distinguished persons
were present.
General Description of the Church,

The new church erected in the Spanish capital is under
the patronage of St, Vincent de Paul. It is located in the
Manzana (Square of Horses). The main entrance is on
the Garcia Paredes Street (Chamberi), which extends from
Santa Engracia Street to the Boulevard of the Fuente Castellana.
The edifice is forty metres long, its main front twentyfour metres in width: the entire structure covers an area of
nine hundred square metres or ten thousand six hundred
square feet, without computing the space required for ac
cessory buildings, sacristy, and corridors communicating
with the priests’ house, contiguous to the church.
The plan calls for three naves, the central one being of
larger, dimensions than the other two. The intervening
space is supported by twelve columns, a symbolical number,
frequently used in Christian art. The lower or lesser naves
are so arranged as to encircle the main nave. Throughout,
the plan adheres to the rules of the Spanish school of arch
itecture which claims the Cathedral of Toledo as its master
piece. In order to utilize all available space the stalls (three
hundred in number) for the special use of the Community
have been ranged on each side of the main altar. At the
lower end of the church is a tribune containing the organ
and places for the schola and immediately above the lower
naves, communicating with the church proper, is a spacious
gallery similar to those in basilicas. While the entire ed
ifice has been planned on the Gothic style it has been so
modified as to give it as much as possible a characteristic
Spanish appearance.
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Description of the Interior of the Church*
The interior of the church contains besides the main altar,
several smaller altars placed on each side and artistically"
grouped so as to form, as it were, pendants one to .another.
A ll are of marble, with altar-pieces, either painted or in
metal. The following is the order observed:
C to s p e l H id e *

1.— A ltar dedicated to the Miraculous Medal: sculpture

by Mf. S. Yerro. 2.—A ltar of the Crucifixion: painting
by Mr. G. Melendez. 3,—St. Francis de Sales; sculpture
by Mr. T. Porez. 4.—Blessed Francis Clet: painting by
Mr. E. X. Penasco.
E p is tle S id e .

1.—St. Joseph’s Altar: sculpture by Mr. M. S. Yerro.
2.—Altar of the Holy Agony: painting by Brother Jevenes, of the Congregation of the Mission. 8.—Saint
Anthony, Abbot: sculpture by Mr. T. Pores. 4.—Blessed
John Gabriel Ferboyre: painting by Brother Jevenes, of
the Congregation of the Mission.
The main altar is of Monovar stone and colored marble.
The table is supported by small pillars which form the
bases of diminutive arches resting against a red marble
background. The tabernacle likewise is of colored mar
ble with an altar piece framed by si& richly ornamented
pillars. Further back is a metal canopy or shrine inclos
ing the statue of St. Vincent de Paul.
The choir is separated froin the body of the church by
a metal railing and the pulpit has been placed in front of
the first column on the Gospel side of the altar.
The Statue of Saint Vincent de PauL

This ¿statue of St* Vincent is so connected with the
history fof the Congregation in Spain that it claims o«r
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special mention. I t is an object of peculiar veneration,
;a precious memento, an historical relic.
A year had scarcely elapsed after the establishment of
the first house of the Congregation in Madrid, by order of
His Majesty, Ferdinand V IL, when a deputation, repre
senting the Spanish province, was sent to Paris for the
General Assembly. On the return of the Missionaries to
Madrid they brought with them the head of the statue
which was subsequently finished, the body being made in
Madrid and the work completed in 1829 or 1830. That it
might receive the homage of the respect and veneration of
of the Children of him whom it represented, the statue
was placed in the house of the Congregation in Del Bar
quillo Street, which was then the principal house. Here it
remained until the Revolution of 1835 drove the Mission
aries into exile. What then became of the statue? Trans
ferred to the royal monastery of the Visitation, Madrid,
at present the Supreme Court of Spain, it was preserved
there until, after their exile, divine Providence permitted
the Missionaries to take back to their house the image of
their Holy Founder. It was indeed through the influence
of a Daughter of Charity much beloved by Queen Isabella
II., and a near relative to one of the most distinguished
Spanish generals, that the statue was restored, in 1852, to
its rightful owners and placed by them on the main altar
of their chapel to receive new evidences of love.
This chapel was in the house of Leganitos now occupied
by the nuns of the Perpetual Adoration. For fourteen
years it rested undisturbed on the main altar of this chap
el, an object of veneration and at the same time a constant
reminder of the virtues bequeathed by St, Vincent to his
Children, until in 1868 another Revolution swept like a
violent storm over the land and for a second time forced
the Priests of the Mission to leave Spain.
This Revolution broke out in the month of September
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íiíid Was anti-religious in its movement, attacking furiously
all religious orders. The statue of St. Vincent was there
fore threatened with destruction. I t was deemed advisable
to put it in safekeeping and for this purpose it was con
veyed to the novitiate of the Daughters of Charity, who
hid it in the drying room.
Peace being at last restored the Congregation was re-es
tablished and opened a house in the street then called los ci~
preses, to-day Garcia Paredes. A new era was dawning and
with the return of favorable times came also the desire of
restoring the statue of St. Vincent to its proper place in the
house of the Mission and of living for the third time under
its shadow. A few brothers are still living who remember
this happy translation.
To-day St.Vincent occupies in the new church a place of
honor and to him the edifice has been dedicated. God
grant that his image may remain there many years in the
midst of his Children, as an encouragement and inspiration
to those who have been called by the Almighty to follow
in the footsteps of so good, virtuous* and charitable a
Father.
It was on June 23, 1904, that the church was conse
crated by His Eminence, Mgr. Rinaldini, Apostolic Nuncio
to Madrid. A solemn triduum was celebrated on the
twenty-fourth, twenty-fifth, and twenty-sixth of June;
pontifical Mass each day.
The first day Mgr. Victoriano Guisasola, Bishop of the
diocese officiated; on the second day Mgr. Emmauuel
Santander, Bishop of Havana; on the third day Mgr.
Rinaldini, Apostolic Nuncio. Sermons were preached
eadh day, both at the Mass and at the evening service.
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TU RK EY IN EUROPE.

Letter of Sister P a s c a u d , Daughter of Charity, to Mod
Honored Mother K e i f f e r .
House of St. Joseph, Koukouche, August 14, 1904.

Your kind letter came to me during the retreat from
which I returned only yesterday, I eagerly seize the first
opportunity of thanking you for the ccmtribution you have
sent to our poor Bulgarians. You are, Most Honored
Mother, of the small number of those who show some
sympathy for these unfortunate people. It is said that
they are not honest and that they are ungrateful, I do
not wish to deceive you by saying that they are straight^
forward and the incarnation of gratitude, but I know that
many extenuating circumstances urge us to excuse their
failings. Born under Turkish rule; separated from the
Church by the Greeks, who drew them into schism at the
very moment of their conversion; without any solid relig
ious instruction; is it surprising that they are not good
Christians? Are they to be blamed for this? I have often
asked myself the question, why am I not one of these un
fortunates instead of having the care of them ? How can
they trust anyone, they have so often been deceived.
For instance at Theodoraki, where we stopped about
three weeks ago, a Protestant minister has taken up his abode
and has begun to preach and attend the sick. Who will
tell these poor creatures that our faith is better than his ?
The brother of a pope remarked to us: “I understand that
it is to,save your soul that you have left your country.”
To which I answered “Yes, and yours also.” He replied:
“Yes, yours, but,” with an incredulous look, “as to ours...”
Ignorant to a supreme degree and influenced by every
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political party, is it astonishing that they know not whom
to trust?
Here is an example of their ignorance and superstition.
In a small village a good woman pointing to her child
said: ftfHe has been so sick that when the other women saw
him they put their hand immediately on their own little
child’s ear.” This was told before a pope who did not pro
test, although fifteen or twenty women wefe listening. All
believe that it is sufficient to touch the ear to prevent all
danger of contracting a malady (in this case convulsions).
How miserable they are! Lately whilst reading the ad
vice given to the sisters who visit the poor “to make their
beds if it be necessary,” I said to myself “Happy they who
possess a bed in Macedonia!” Ill or well, the only bed is
the bare ground with a mat and a blanket. Bad Henry
IV . reigned over these people he would assuredly have
wished to furnish them with better sleeping accommodation^
before thinking of his “poule au pot.”
As for food, it is in keeping with the furniture: bread
made of bran and diaff, a leek, a tomato, or a raw onion,
constitute a meal which perfectly satisfies our poor people.
Like you, my dear Mother, I will continue to love them
and to do them all the good I can. If there be evil among
them, there is some good also: all are not ungrateful. We
have as many occasions here for the exercise of our chari
table works as in China: we also baptize, Lately We had
the happiness of administering the sacrament while return
ing on horseback from one of the villages. Our poor here
are just as deserving as those of the Celestial Empire. I f
a resemblance to the latter will awaken sympathy for our
dear mission, I may say according to reliable historians,
that the Bulgarians are a mixture of the Slavonic and Tar
tar races. The result can only be that of a good grafting
on the parent stem.
Sister Marie Joseph P asca^ d .
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DEATH OF MGR. BONNETTI.
On account of the prominent position occupied by Mgr. Bonnetti, for
forty-six years a member of the Congregation of the Lazarists, and who
being made bishop, exercised during seventeen years, the high functions of
Apostolic Delegate at Constantinople, we have gathered a few details rel
ative to the death of this lamented prelate.
It is to a journal of Constantinople, the Stamboul of the twentieth and
twenty-second of August, that we are indebted for the following details.

In this city, last evening, August 19, 1904, Mgr. Bon
netti, a man whose life was filled more with deeds than
with days, rendered his pure soul into the hands of God.
He arrived in Constantinople amid circumstances pecul
iarly trying but his personal merit was soon discovered
and won for him such a reputation that he was recognized
to be a power in the city.
Never did the ApostolicT Delegation enjoy such consider
ation or exert so powerful an influence as under Mgr.
Bonnetti. This was due to the real moral worth of the
prelate and to the proverbial uprightness of his character.
*
♦
* *

v

Mgr. Bonnetti was born in May, 1831, at Munialdo a
city of the diocese of Mondovi (Piedmont). From a moun
tainous country, of a ragged people, he preserved all his
life the manly character, the vigorous bearing, and high
spirit of his race. He was the eldest of seventeen children,
and pursued his earliest studies at the Beccaria Lyceum of
Mondovi. At twenty, he enlisted in the army in the corps
of the Bersaglieri. He had a decided predilection for
the military profession, which a number of his relatives
already followed.
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Oñe of his ancles was colonel, and later on a nephew
distinguished himself in the battle of Dojab wrhere he val
iantly died at his post.
At twenty-five the future prelate left the army and en
tered the College of the Foreign Missions, near Genoa, and
shortly after went to Paris to the house of the Priests of the
Mission or Lazarists. The years spent under military dis
cipline were never forgotten and Mgr. Bonnetti, even in
after life, preserved in his bearing, gesture, and voice, that
precision which is characteristic of the soldier, lie was
ordained priest in 1858 at the church of St. Sulpice, Paris,
being at the time twenty-seven years old.
The following year, 1859, he was sent to the East, where
he spent the remainder of his life: twenty-eight years at
Salónica and seventeen at Constantinople. At Salónica
(1859-1887) he was at first vicar, afterwards pastor and
Superior of the Mission, and finally bishop. The twentyeight years of his apostolat# in Salónica are still held in
grateful remembrance by '/he people amongst whom he la
bored. Prominent amoprg the Vorks which testify to the
success of his labors a/*e the Catholic Bulgarian Seminary,
and a fine establishment conducted by the Sisters of St.
Vincent de Paul. To the first of these is mainly due the
decided movement oi the Bulgarians towards Catholicity.
In 1885 the Holy See elevated him to the episcopal see
of Cardica. Mgr. Rotelli, who was at that time Apostolic
Delegate to Constantinople, having been named Nuncio to
Paris, strongly urged that Mgr. Bonnetti be appointed to
replace him in Constantinople. Having had the opportu
nity of beholding and appreciating the sterlingfqualities of
the Superior of the Mission of Salónica, he did not doubt
that he Would display here the same rare merits as else
where. Leo X III., who also appreciated Mgr. Bonnetti,
did not hesitate to enter into these views and the prelate
was sent to Constantinople as Apostolic Delegate.
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M§r AUGUSTUS BONETTI C. M.
ARCHBISHOP AND APOSTOLIC DELEGATE AT CONSTANTINOPLE

( l83l-I904)
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Being conversant with the different languages of the collie
try, he had thereby the great advantage of being able to
transact all affairs without the help of an interpreter. The
Turkish authorities had always considered him a friend,
having in all their intercourse found him loyal and true.
The cordial relations which he had ever preserved towards
the French consuls was extended to the ambassadors,-all of
whom professed for him sentiments of esteem, confidence,
and respectful affection. For the first time the Holy See
had made choice of a representative for Constantinople,
well versed in Oriental affairs and thoroughly acquainted
with the country : the experiment was particularly happy.
On receipt of a -telegram from the Vatican, Mgr, Bonnetti left Salon ica and repaired to Rome where he was re
ceived in private audience by the Pope who, in the con
sistory of the twenty-sixth of May, transferred him from
the episcopal title of Cardica to the titular archiépiscopal
church of Palmyra.
The new Delegate arrived in Constantinople, Friday, the
twenty-fourth of June. As soon as the steamer entered the
port, the Secretary of the F rench Embassy went on board
to welcome him in the name of the Ambassador, Count de
Montebello, Mgr. Testa, Vicar General, headed the numer
ous clergy who came to present their greetings. All went
in procession to the Church of the Holy Ghost where the
Te Deum was chanted. His Grace took up his residence
at the Patriarchal Vicariate.
The next day, Saturday June twenty-fifth, he paid a
visit to PIis Highness Kiamil-pacha, Grand Vizier; to His
Excellency Munir-pacha, Minister of the Interior ; to
His Excellency Saïd Pacha, Minister of Foreign Affairs;
and to His Excellency Artin-pacha Dadian, of the same
department.
Everywhere he received a most cordial welcome. The
4
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Ottoman powers were already well acquainted with the
character of the Delegate and the friendliness with which
they received him in the beginning was maintained through
out their intercourse.
*
* *
Mgr. Bonnetti died August 19, 1904.
Never perhaps has any one been more sincerely or more
universally regretted, Mgr. Bonnetti was certainly obeyed:
he was a man to impose on all the superior rule of obe
dience, and in this respect he remained a soldier to the end.
But he was loved even more than he was obeyed and he
was of such a sympathetic nature that he made himself all
to all.
The three French ambassadors whom he knew here had
been his intimate friends. No one is ignorant of the close
ties which united him to His Excellency Mr. Constans.
Between the prelate and His Excellency Mr. Paul
Cambou a continued correspondence cemented the relations
resulting from six years of affectionate association as
colaborers.
Moreover, all who held any intercourse with the prelate
were impressed with his admirable character, and none
could resist the charm of his influence. In his death the
Catholic Church sustains a great loss. Such men are not
easily replaced.
After his death the large hall of the Delegation was
transformed into a mortuary chapel. There his remains
were to rest until this morning. Almost uninterruptedly,
long files of sorrowful visitors paid their last respects to
the departed. Around his coffin, orthodox and mussulman
alike mingled their tears with those of Catholics. All
wept for this priest so mild, so kind and tolerant, in whom
the unfortunate without distinction of creed always found
aid and support.
Tapers were lighted around the catafalque. Flowers
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from the garden that lie loved, with floral offerings from
all directions, notably handsome roses sent by Mme. Selim
Methame, were the only ornament of this chapel.
To the right of the entrance was all altar upon which
Masses were offered until the funeral rites commenced.
The curtains were replaced by long black drapery, and
above the head of the deceased prelate his coat of arms
had been placed. His fine features, upon which death had
set its majestic seal, could be discerned through the thin
white veil that covered his face. It was a touching scene,
at once simple and imposing,
%

t

.

Mgr, Menini, Apostolic Delegate of Bulgaria, came to
assist at this solemn ceremonial and to preside over the
obsequies.
Prominent among the attendants were Mgr. Borgomanero, Vicar General of the Delegation, having beside him
the two Superiors of the Lazarists) Father Boinon and
Father Chefdhotel, who represented the religious Family of
which Msr, Bonnetti was a member. Then followed thefifteen Armenian bishops who had come to Constantinople
for the patriarchal election with their Lordships the Vicars
of the Oriental rite, pastors of the city and the suburbs,
numerous delegations from the divers Catholic institutions)
especially Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul.
In the cathedral the decorations were similar to those
used for the funeral ceremony in honor of His Holiness
Leo X III. Heavy drapery covered the walls and the pil
lars from the dome to the floor* At the entrance was the
coat of arms veiled with c^epe. Above waved the French
flag with streamers of black. We should add that the
French flag was hoisted over all the schools directed by
religious Communities, from the death of the prelate until
the conclusion of the obsequies.
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Tlie new Armenian patriarch, His Beatitude Mgr. Sabaghian and all his suite were in the sanctuary.
In the nave, as usual, special seats were reserved for the
diplomatic corps. To the right, according to custom, the
seats of honor was assigned to Mr. E. Bapst, the French
ambassador who came in full uniform, as did likewise the
other members of the embassy. Mr. Cilliere, consul gen
eral, with Mr. Dubreuil, chancellor, Mr; Dreuilh, secretary,
and the other functionaries of the consulate general, were
also in uniform.
The captain of the frigate Julien Viaud , the lieuten
ant of the Jaequemond, the commanders of the Vautour
and la Mouette (returned yesterday from their cruise), with
the officers of the guard-boat, as well as General Lecocqpacha, all attended in uniform. A double detachment of
marines did the honors.
To the left of the nave were the ambassadors, chargés
d’affaires, or representatives of the other missions, who
from the announcement of the death had sent messages of
condolence and respectful sympathy. The first telegrams
that arrived were those of the Baron de Calice, Lord and
Lady O’Connor who wrote also a most touching letter; then
came the dispatches from their Excellencies, the Marquis
Imperiali; Mr. Zinoview, the Marquis of Camposagrado,
Count de Dudzeele, the German ambassador, Mr. Gryparis, Mr. Natchevitch, etc.
Cardinal Merry del Val expressed in a telegram the
profound grief of the Holy Father on learning the death
of Mgr. Bonnetti.
His Highness the Grand Vizier and many Ottoman dig
nitaries sent letters of condolence, as did also the Cath
olic Armenian patriarch, the Armenian Gregorian patri
arch who had sent his vicar, and the Bulgarian exarch.
All these authorities were ¡represented at the funeral
service.
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We should not fail to mention H. E. Selim-pacha, min
ister of agriculture, representing the Sultan, and Naoumpacha, officer of foreign affairs, representing the imperial
government.
The remains of Mgr, Bonnetti were deposited in a vault
in the Cathedral of the Holy Spirit.
In conclusion we may say that never perhaps has the
press of Constantinople been so unanimous in its praise
and this is the more surprising as there is question of a
churchman, and most of these tributes of respect came
from those who profess different religions* It was the
lofty character of Mgr, Bonnetti, his intelligence and his
generous Ibenevolence, from which none were excluded,
that conciliated the esteem and sympathy of all.
I. Turkish Press (raussnlman). — All of our brethren
of the Turkish and the Armenian press have announced
with regret the death of the Venerable prelate, Mgr, Bon
netti, who was, as they testify, a man loyal and just, So
speak the Ikdam , the Sabah and the Hakikal.
II. Armenian Press. —The Medjmon a %Ahbar , official
organ of the Catholic Armenian patriarchate announced
the death of Mgr. Bonnetti in the following terms: “H. E.
Mgr. Bonnetti who for many years filled the important
office of Vicar Apostolie and Delegate of the Holy See,
died last night,
“The late Mgr. Bonnetti was a venerable prelate, very
prudent, gifted with rare intelligence and a man truly virt
uous. Hence, in his death we sustain an irreparable loss.”
II I . Greek Press (orthodox or schismalic).—-N ot less
unanimous is the Greek press than the Turkish and the
Armenian press. It could not be otherwise, for from the
time of Mgr. Bonnetti the relations between the two great
Christian churches had always been most friendly.
“We learn with grief,” says the Tachydromos official
4*
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organ of the patriarchate, “of the demise of H. E. Mgr.
Bonnetti.”
“The death of this eminent prelate, who was held in the
highest esteem in the ecclesiastical world and beyond it,
will be deeply mourned ; the loss will be keenly felt by the
Catholic clergy.”
Let us add that our brother, le Moniteur oriental, under
the same direction as the Tackydromos says: “In Mgr.
Bonnetti the order of the La zarista loses a member who did
honor to the Catholic Church, one of those prelates most
justly revered for the grandeur of his character and his remarkable virtue.”
ZEIT EN LIK
Letter from S r . B o u t l e u x , Sister of Charity, to M o st
H onored M o th er K e if f e r .
Zeitenlik near Salónica, St. Vincent's House of Macedonia,
June 10, 1904.

Most Honored Mother,
Eight months ago* I left France to come and serve the
poor of Macedonia.
I found at Zeitenlik works very dear to the heart of our
Holy Founder: those of the orphans and the foundlings.
Alas! we are under the absolute necessity of building a
crèche for these little beings whom misery places at our door.
But where shall we find resources? Permit me, Most
Honored Mother, to appeal to the charity of our sisters
who are interested in the missions, to induce them to aid
us to preserve a work so necessary and which until now
has been carried on at the cost of so many labors and
privations.
We assure them in advance of the prayers of these little
ones, the objects of their pity.
Your very humble and obedient child,
S r. B o u tleu x .
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CHINA
PE K IN
Les Missions eatholiques have published, relative to the
French school of Pekin, certain details wherein are enum
erated the divers religious works in progress at present
(September, 2-5 1903), We give here some of the chief
items:

Twelve years ago the Lazarists invited the Little
Brothers of Mary to Come to Pekin to give a hand towards
the completion of the work in the field of the Father of
the family.
About three hundred metres to the, East of the ca
thedral, is a structure which attracts the attention of the
traveler as soon as he enters the gate Si~an*men (Western
gate of peace) to penetrate into the imperial city. This is
the French school of the Marist Brothers of Saint-Genis
Laval.
Founded in 1889 by the Lazarists, the French school
was confided by them to the Marist Brothers, and its
steady development continued until June 14, 1900, on
which date it was included in the ruins which had been
heaped together by the Boxers. I t had grown up under
the shadow of the ancient cathedral, it merited to share its
fate.
The school had passed through the ordeal of sorrow
and death. Four Marist Fathers and fifteen Christian
students fell under the knives of the bloody Boxers.
Already do prosperous works cover the still smoking
ruins, and distribute to-day the benefits of charity to the
incendiaries and slayers of yesterday.
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Such are, in the very heart of the capital, the interna
tional hospital, with an annex dispensary for the Chinese;
the native hospital where hundreds of sick receive daily
the gratuitous maternal care of the Sisters of Charity: the
orphanage, where the Chinese Sisters of St. Joseph teach to
countless abandoned little girls that they have a soul like
the rest of human beings, and consequently, that they have
a right to existence and to their place in society; finally,
the French school which, although devoted to another class
of individuals, pursues nevertheless, an end, at the same
time religious, humanitarian, and civilizing.
This school was rebuilt in 1902 at about one hundred
metres from the imperial palace.
There is accommodation for threeJiundred students, one
hundred of whom may be boarders. Of the two hundred
and forty attending during the present scholastic year, one
hundred and twelve are pagans.
To prove to the pagan students, that religious views are
not forced-upon any one, no instruction in that line has so
far been given them.
But then, it may be asked, what advantages are hoped
for, or obtained in’the matter of religion? As to immedi
ate results they are scarcely expected, but final results,
though we must wait longer for the realization, are not less
certain.
To begin with, without attending any religious instruc
tion, all the students] who will have remained two or three
years at school, will be throughly acquainted with the prin
cipal mysteries and the essential truths of our holy religion.
A this they find in the French text books which are put
into their hands. The professors, moreover, make it a
point to explain the most important passages.
Furthermore, even though the pagan student should not
bear away from the school any religious idea, he would at
least, leave there the absurd prejudices with which he had
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hitherto been imbued against Europeans in general, and
against the missionaries and the Christians in particular.

KIA-SHING
The blessing and opening of St. Vincent de Paul’s Sem
inary took place January 25, 1904.
We note with pleasure the progress of this European
Seminary transferred from the Tchousan Islands to Kiashing its permanent location, which is but a short distance
from Shang-hai. Young men from our seminaries in France
bring thither their knowledge, already quite extensive, and
continue to prepare for the apostolate amid the environ
ments of their future practice. This preparation for the
apostolate becomes more and more important.
In China, the schools are adopting European methods,
as Mgr. Coqset, Vicar Apostolic, remarked: “They ad
vance, then fall back a little, but with new courage advanc
ing again, they must finally succeed.” With these meth
ods come also the doctrine of Europe,—its religious errors,
its skepticism, to which the Chinaman is naturally inclined,
and which one must expect soon to meet and be ready to
refute.
Of this we may judge by what has already come to pass
in Japan whose universities are filled with professors from
the universities of Paris, and more especially from those
of Berlin. In some places the missionary may still diver
sify his narration with stories of journeys through the wil
derness, boats capsized, nights spent under the canopy of
heaven, etc., but in many countries the case is no longer
the same. The apostolate is transformed.
“ What Japan needs” says a late writer, “is rather apolo
gists. In public teaching all the systems of both hemis
pheres are popularized at one and the same time. In this
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respect Tofeio absolutely reminds one of Alexandria and
its schools. It should have another Origen.”
These forcible words, already true of Japan, bid fair to
be realized also in China. They merit our attention.1

PERSIA
Letter from R e v . J.
V ery

R e v , A< F i a t ,

Priest of the Mission, to
Superior General.
G a la up,

Djoulfa-Ispahan, June 28; 1904.

Hère we are safe and sound at Djoulfa, in this country
that Father Roré, your illustrious predecessor has watered
with his sweat. You have sent me to train the sons and
grandsons of those whom he instructed. I have great
reason to thank you for the portion of the field of the
Father of the family that you have allotted to me for cul
tivation, and I hope that from his throne in Heaven^
where doubtless he now dwells, Father Boré will com
municate to me something of the facility he possessed for
learning languages, in order that I may the sooner be able
to render myself useful.
Our voyage was as favorable as could be desired. We
left Marseilles on May sixteenth, at nine p. m.— the seven
Sisters of Charity destined for the mission of Persia and
myself-^on a smooth sea, under a clear sky. The fine
weather bore us company as fai* as Russia, which circum
stance happily secured me the privilege of saying Mass
during the voyage.
1. See the late work of Mr. Lignèul, Superior of the Seminary of Tokidj
puplished at Paris, Poussielgue, editor; and the article: Procédés
modernes d' evangelisation dans le Japan éontempotain, by Mr. Verret,
Revue du Clergé français, June 15, 1904 .
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Mr. Delacroix, French consul of Batoum, had been
notified by despatch of our arrival; he came on board to
welcome us, and left us at the Hotel de France. His pres
ence greatly contributed to render more easy and expedi
tious our passage through the Russian Customhouse whose
rigorous requirements are well-known.
Although our stay at Batoum was very brief we found
time to visit the consul and thank him for all the kind
ness we had experienced through his influence. At Tiflis
the little Community was divided, and whilst two sisters
turned their face to Tauris, the other five, with your hum
ble servant, continued their journey to Bakou.
The Caspian Sea, with whose evil reputation all are fa
miliar, and which on the very eve of our setting sail was
covered with angry waves, assumed an appearance of calm
almost unprecedented. I t appeared as though the transit
of the messengers of the Gospel and of Christian charity
was sufficient to appease the elements.
At last on May thirty-first, only fifty days after we
sailed from France, we landed at Enzeli; we were in
Persia, in our new country.
On going ashore we were told, perhaps to guard us
against illusion, that we were but commencing our journey!
Behold fifteen days that we had been traveling, and it was
almost as if we had done nothing? Could this be possible?
Were they not exaggerating the difficulties of the route?
Alas, no! This we soon realized.
Leaving Recht on Friday, June third, at two p. m., we
. reached Teheran on the seventh, at eight a. m. This was
not accomplished without difficulty ! Fifty-two hours’ ride
across the mountains, and over roads bordered with preci
pices, in worse condition than many of our cross-roads in
France, we could not well escape fatigue! Once arrived
at our destination the perils of the journey were over, and
the effects did not greatly inconvenience us!
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After resting three days with our confreres or with the
sisters at Teheran, we went by roads still more primitive
than those we had hitherto passed over, towards Ispahan.
The country it is true is less hilly and less picturesque than
from Recht to Teheran* but never had the pickaxe of a
roadman turned the soil now trodden by our horses, nor was
there any beaten path! Besides, from Teheran to Ispahan
is only a desert, After riding in our vehicle for three
or four hours, we met with a little vegetation where we
halted for change of horses. Here the great want is
water. The desert that we were four days crossing would
be changed into a place of luxuriant vegetation were it
irrigated by a few streams of water.
At length after much fatigue and many sufferings occa
sioned by heat and by cold in turn, by the dust, by thirst*
by the absence of a guide part of the way, aiid by a thou
sand other things, we arrived, on the fourteenth, at Ispahan.
There was needed only a broken carriage to complete the
picture of our adventures. But I think we had worse, and
the sword of Damocles seemed to be suspended over our
heads during the latter part of our journey. For my part,
I left one conveyance for another still more dilapidated.
The diligence in which we traveled half way from Tehe
ran to Ispahan was so unsafe that at several stations the
drivers refused to take charge of us. But, to the end.
Providence continued its protection and no harm befell us.
We had hoped at one time to be in Djoulfa on June
thirteenth but on account of unavoidable delays it was
only on the next day at eight, a. m., that we made our
entry into Ispahan.
I shall not describe the reception given to your Daugh
ters! They can do this much better than I could. The
people are well disposed towards them and we may rest
assured that the care which they bestow upon the body
must speedily exert a salutary influence upon souls.
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The only drawback now is anxiety concerning the health
of the Reverend Superior. Father Demuth had heavy la
bors to meet during the past year. Amid his overwhelming
solicitude there was no one whom he could consult. He
felt the malady coming on, and nevertheless, he remained
faithfully at his post. The good to be accomplished, as well
as the honor of the holy Roman Catholic Church in this
country, imperiously required that he should not do other
wise. He can now say with St. Paul: Bonum certamen
certavL We trust, however, that unlike the Apostle he will
not as yet be constrained to add the cursum consummavi!
The devoted care of the sisters will, no doubt, restore
the heath so precious to our mission still in the infancy
of its existence.
J . GrALAUP.

SYRIA
JERUSALEM
Rev. F. Bourzeix, Superior at Jerusalem writes to Rev. H. Morlhon
some details of his new mission ; the same will prove interesting to our
readers.
Jerusalem, Palestine, August 4 , 1904 .

You remember that when you passed through Jerusalem
last February we [were negotiating for the purchase of a
house. The matter has been settled since April 25, 1904,
Providence aiding us admirably in our arrangements.
The house is about five minutes walk from St. Vincent’s
Hospice of which we are the chaplains, and fifteen minutes
from the Holy Sepulchre and other sanctuaries venerated in
the Holy City.
The ground-fioor and the upper story of which it is*
composed have each a dozen rooms of very respectable di
mensions, with arched ceilings. Above and below are
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terraces, cisterns, and cellars, in excellent condition. There
was no difficulty about the distribution of these apart
ments : to the right of the principal entrance, of two rooms
we have made a pretty little chapel that will accommodate
fifty persons; to the left, the Oriental divan or parlor. The
sacristy, the laundry, the kitchen, and the refectory, have
found their proper places. Above, we have rooms for the
confrères of the house and for pilgrims.
A garden, planted with fig-trees and olive-trees extends
from the principal façade to the road; at the back of the
house there is also a courtyard planted with trees. The
whole has an area of three thousand five hundred square
metres.

Like our ancient St. Lazare, our new house was, thirty
years ago, a leper hospital ; later it was used for a hotel :
a double motive for a thorough cleaning from garret to
cellar, which was the first thing we did. We were next
obliged to surround the building with high walls to evade
visits, both by day and night, that were not very interest
ing. In six weeks the great work was completed ! The in
terior was soon put in order, and, thanks to our dear sisters
of the hospice, provided with the necessary furniture, and
on June thirteenth, we took up our permanent residence
there.
***
At Jerusalem, the religious Communities of men and
women are numerous and they all celebrate their patronal
feast with great solemnity. Reciprocal invitations are is
sued and no one fails to be present at the ceremony. In a
foreign land, a reunion which causes all hearts to vibrate
with sentiments both religious and patriotic, deserves to be
appreciated, and I would not wish to be the one to ignore
the custom.
One month appeared but a short interval to prepare for
such a solemnity* God assisting, and each one with in
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terest sharing our preparations all was in readiness for the
feast of our Blessed Father St. Vincent. On this day,
July nineteenth, at half past seven in the morning there
was evidence that the occasion was more than ordinary, so,
at least, must a stranger have thought as he approached
the house. All our guests arrived either afoot or in car
riages, and soon our chapel was thronged.
Mgr. Picarda, Coadjutor to His Beatitude, the Patriarch
of Jerusalem then absent, knelt at a prie-dieu near the
foot of the altar. To the left of the Sanctuary, Mgr.
Mourad, Greek Catholic bishop. To the right the consul
general of France, Mr. Bapp, with several dignitaries of the
consulate. Then came the Superiors and representatives
of all the religious orders: Franciscans, Dominicans, etc.,
our German confreres, the Brothers of the Christian Doc
trine were all represented. The communities of women,
the Carmelites, the Clares, the Apparition, the native Sis
ters of the Holy Rosary, the Benedictines, etc., as well as
the Daughters of Charity, had likewise sent a delegation.
Monseigneur, clothed with his episcopal ornaments,
blessed the chapel and began Mass whilst the choir of
orphan girls under the direction of Father Dellerba intoned
from the vestibule a canticle to St. Vincent.
At the Gospel, Canon Legrand, so devoted to St. Vin
cent and his double Family in Palestine, gave us a sermon
admirably suited to the occasion, to which all listened with
devout attention. Next followed the Benediction of the
Most Blessed Sacrament, the pious veneration of the Relics
of St. Vincent in which all present participated,—and our
religious ceremonial was ended.
All the guests, both priests and laymen, were invited to
partake of a simple breakfast which according to custom
had been prepared. The table was set in the hall above
the chapel. The consul was seated opposite your humble
servant and at my right and left were the two bishops
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His Lordship blessed the table and then every one did
honor to the cakes, fruits and other good things. Towards
the end, I addressed a word of thanks to our sympathetic
consul and to our honored guests. The applause that
greeted my words evinced the cordial welcome at Jerusa
lem for the newly-arrived, the Sons of St. Vincent de Paul.
I f our Superiors think tit to do so, they might send some
of the young Missionaries to spend a year or two in the
study of the biblical questions so much recommended in
our day. The youthful professors destined for the eccle
siastical teaching would bring from their studies in the
Holy Land the key to the solution of a host of difficulties
relative to our holy Books, with an unquestionable au
thority for the teaching of the holy Scriptures. The Do
minican Fathers give a very interesting course of public
lectures on this subject.
Missionaries thoroughly versed in the Arabic language
would be very useful for our works here.
At -present we exercise the ministry for the Sisters of
Charity and their poor of Bethlehem, Ca'ifFa, and Nazareth.
Those of Jerusalem are building the chapel, the blessing
of whose corner stone Mother Sion, of happy memory,
witnessed from her deathbed. The resources, however,
come in slowly. If you could interest some generous
souls in this work of great necessity, you would perform a
real act of charity.
Father V. Thomas and Brother Azard send cordial re
membrance.
F. B o u r z e i x .
ABYSSINIA
We hoped, says les Missions Catholiques (of August 19,
1904), that the storm of persecution would spare Abyssinia,
properly so called, and that the Lazarists might continue
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their apostolate unmolested. It hath seemed good to Al*
mighty God still to try this Church so sorely exercised
some years ago, and it is in anguish of soul that we recom*
mend it to the prayers and to the charity of our readers.

Letter
E dw ard
of the Mission of Abyssinia,

G

r uso n,

Lazarist, Superior

The readers of les Missions catholiques will learn with
grief that the persecution has become genefal throughout
Abyssinia.
Until within a few days past we wavered between hope
and fear. Owing to the considerable distance which sep-^
arated us from the capital, and knowing the benevolence
of the prefect of Agamia , we trusted that our Mission
would escape Notice.
Alas! we also, in our turn, must submit to persecution :
to all appearance we shall be involved unto the end.
After making frightful ravages in the South>the devas
tating storm threatens in its fury to bear away our works
also.
To complete our distress the present trial does not seem
destined to be of short duration like that of 1901.
To-day it is no longer the dedja^ Hagos who, through
his own will, besieges us and who by having recourse to the
radical means of famine constrains us to depart. The decree
for our expulsion has been pronounced by Menelik IL
himself.
Here is the translation of the imperial letter to the
governor of this province:
The Lion of the tribe of Juda has vanquished ; Menelik II. i by the fa
vor of God, King of the kings of Ethiopia.
Let this missive reach Choum Agamia Desta.
How are you? As for me, thank God, I am well.

5
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Our father Abouna Pietros is seat by me. Consequently he alone is
empowered to teach religion in the Tigre. As for you, I charge you to ex
pel the men of Abba Johannes, who are in your province. This is my will I
Written from Adis Abeba, our city, November 19, 1896 (that is Novem
ber 27, 1903, according to our Latin calendar.)

***
Observe that by this expression: “the men of Abba
Johannes” is meant Father Coulbeaux,my venerated prede
cessor; the Negus strikes not only at the Lazarist Mis
sionaries, but at the native priests as well, and at all our
.Catholics. This is the interpretation which we give to
these letters in this country.
Apostasy or exile, such is the alternative in which our
unfortunate people are placed
We are the more overwhelmed by this thunderbolt as
we are wholly unconscious of having given reason for any
accusation.
Let me recommend to your charity our students and
our poor Irobs.
How ardently we would desire on the terrible day of
separation to leave them some assistance!...
As the rainy season is already past it will no longer be
possible for us to evade the emperor’s orders.
We are anxiously awaiting the result of the overtures
of the French Minister at Adis Abeba.
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V ICA RIA TE APOSTOLIC

OF SOUTH MADAGASCAR
Letter from SrsTER J o u r d a i n , Sister of Charity, to Most
Honored Mother K i e f f e r .
Madagascar, Leper Home, Farafangana, May 27, 3904,

How shall I thank you, Most Honored Mother, for your
very kind letter? I was deeply touched. Is it possible,
said I to myself, that our Mother who has so much to do,
with countless trials and cares, can still find time to write
to us? Whilst reading your letter so full of solicitude and
maternal goodness, I once more renewed my appreciation
of being in our dear Community. A thousand thanks, for
it did me a world of good,
I avail myself of this occasion to testify my gratitude
to you for having sent me to Farafangana. I cannot ex
press the happiness and content that I experience. After
God it is to you that I owe this privilege, for never should
I have dared hope for such a favor. In asking to be
sent to a foreign mission, I always dreaded the thought of
leaving the house where our good God had placed m e; but
now I rejoice. I enjoy an interior peace: in the morning
to teach the savage children (day-scholars), and in the af
ternoon to care for our dear lepers—this is my delight; I
love these two works, and I could not tell you which I
prefer.
As I go through the villages accompanied by the little
leper boys who help me to carry what is necessary to dress
their sores, I cannot tell you my feelings. 1 sometimes
say to myself that I might well repeat what one of the
first Sisters of Charity said to St. Vincent: “That she
feared that she had taken too much pleasure in serving the
poor.” My heart treasures the remembrance of your
Published by Digital Commons@DePaul, 1904
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kindness during the ten days I spent at the Mother-House
before my departure.
Notwithstanding the unfavorable climate, my health, so
far, thank God, has been very good; this is partly owing to
my good Superioress, Sister Vollaro, who lavishes upon us
the most devoted maternal care, which contributes much
to our happiness. We are all of one heart and one soul. I
beg your pardon, my Mother, for having taken so much of
your time, but it was a necessity for me to give you the as
surance of my filial affection and of my gratitude. I
would like to relate some little items about our patients,
but I fear to impose upon your goodness. I must however,
tell you of one instance. In catechising a poor leper who
was about to die, I asked him if he still desired baptism?
He answered, “yes.” When Father comes, will you tell
him that you desire to be baptized? He looked earnestly
at me, spoke to the little fellow who was with me, and
then said to me: “Sister, you can baptize m e/’ I scarcely
dare say what consolation we experience when we can bap
tize one of these unfortunate beings, your own heart will
understand it!...
I close these lines, my Mother, in repeating: “Thanks
for all, and from all your Daughters....”
S is t e r J o u r d a in .

Letter from, M g r . C r o u z e t , Vicar Apostolic, to S r .N ..,
Sister of Charity, at the Mother-House, Rue du JBacy 140,
at Paris .
My D e a r S i s t e r ,

The grace of our Lord be ever with us!

...Now I am going to speak to you of a little family
feast which has brought us joy and consolatiou.
For seven years, my dear Sister, that is for seven times
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ili ree hundred and sixty-five days, not including thè tweii*
ty-ninth of February, we have dreamed of having a church
;at F o rt Dauphin. Oh ! we asked for neither marble not
porphyry; our fancy conjured no cathedral with majestic
dome, nor turrets with shooting atroWs, a or ogives, nor
festoons, nor astragals. The strongly-marked Roman style
was not discussed with the ornamental Renaissance, nor
the Gothic with the rococo, we were more reasonable and
here is our conception.
I n the dim distance our fancy pictured one of those un^
pretentious country churches in which our Catholics would
be so happy, Yes, we would have been satisfied to see the
good God in so humble, so narrow a dwelling in our midst.
O n days when the attendance. Was unusually great we were
mortified to see three fourths of the population obliged to

hear Mass through the open doors* or half-open windows*
and on ordinary Sundays in the sufficating heat to behold
our people packed like sardines in a box. Ah! we were
skilful in hiding our miseries! The natural flowers, and
the branches of palm-trees gave to our large shed the ap
pearance of a greenhouse or garden of plants* Neverthej
less, this was not exactly the thing!
And the comments of the great and even of the lowly,
and the allusions of visitors of distinction and even of
those who were not distinguished!! “Ah! is that your
church ?—That
(it must be pronounced with due em
phasis) “ Well,... yes... that is our c h u rc h .—Really, not
much of a building! Are you not thinking of constructing
amore suitable one? Well...yes*..we are thinking of it.—
Ah! and will you commence it soon? You will make it a
grand affair will you not ? Well... yes „.. grand,—In what
style?” The dialogue was becoming rather embarrassing.
Then one of us, the most absent-minded cries out: “There
is the whale! ” Every one fixes his eyes on the sea, and to
5*
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our joy the subject is dropped until the next time.
You will perhaps tell me: “All this is good; it might
have been better. You had only to set about the work.
To commence, to continue, and to finish.” Yes, thus it is
at Paris, but not among us, for many reasons of which one
alone would convince you.
One day in a conversatio%with Father Chaumeil we said :
'‘Come, so far, so well. Farafangana has a fine church;
that of Ambohipeno leaves nothing to be desired; Father
Cotta is finishing one at Ampasimena; Ranomafana is still
better provided for, a splendid brick structure. And what
of Tulear? A Greco-Roman monument... W ell! but sup
pose we think now of Fort Dauphin? We ought not to
wait another seven years... And...” in saying this our eyes
glance sadly and anxiously from the hill, the site chosen,
to the Procurators desk upon which majestic throne is a
box fair enough as fco its external appearance but the in
terior of which is less attractive. Automatically, as it were,
Father ChaumeiPs index finger points to this object...of
luxury, and his whole physiognomy seems to cry out: “It is
empty!—So much the worse! we are not rich,but we shall
never be otherwise, let us trust in God and set to work.”
Thus was our resolution taken. This was little over a year
ago. Shall I give you in detail the execution of our plans?
Let us start from a determined principle, or even, if you
wish it, from several principles, as it is said that it matters
little which we do. At Fort Dauphin you will not find
engineer, architect, contractor, mason, or anything resem
bling them: one must be all these at one and the same
time. Neither will you find any materials; we are not
speaking of stone, nor of lime, nor of bricks, nor of cement.
But there are forests. The church, therefore, will come
from the forest, thither we must go to seek it. During
three or four long months, good Brother Renaudin, an old
Abyssinian set out every morning, taking his breakfast in
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& wallet, and, accompanied by a dozen Malagassy and three
carpenters (?) idem, he will select the largest and highest
trees, the most healthy, the soundest, and the hardest Wood;
he will have them cut down, sawed into beams, and by
strength of arm transported to the mission: a distance of
nearly four miles to be gone over. The lumber-yard well
organized, Father Chaumeil, furnished with a compass en
tirely new, with a rule and all the accessories idem, calcu
lates, combines, traces the outline, tries again, blends soft
ens, grows weary without losing courage, and one fine
morning a magnificent plan, a plan of the whole, plan in
detail, vertical lines, oblique lines, front, sides, floor, ceil
ing, everything is in its place. You will perhaps Inquire
what I am doing in the matter! I play the silent: I look
on, rejoice, and not being able like David to dance before
the ark, I content myself with blessing the good God.
Time goes on, the work keeps pace. The site has been
leveled and on Sunday, March twenty “ninth, we proceed to
the blessing of the corner-stone. Yes, the corner-stone
for we were obliged to construct a basement to support the
edifice. Do not forget that we are still in 1903. I shall
not describe this ceremony, it was unpretentious in its so
lemnity, and the blessings of Heaven were symbolized by
a beneficent shower from the clouds. We experienced
much greater joy than we were able to manifest....There is
no feast without the day after, says the proverb of nations.
The next day after several vain attempts, baffled by the
rains, hurricanes, inundations, and even cyclones, I set
out, escorted by twenty sturdy Malagassy, and accompa
nied by Father Chaumeil who conducted me to my first
halting place. This was the great journey you know, the
famous journey of which the detailed account is expected
by you with a patience that I do not hesitate to qualify
prudent. It will certainly come, but at no determined
date. It might not captivate you much. First of all, there
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is a journey through Madagascar by land of eighteen days*
duration, that is not enormous. 1 passed through the most
savage c o u d tries of the island, nothing very remarkable
about that. I wandered over desert plains, crossing the riv
ers in a pirogue, carried over the torrents by my men, over
streams on horseback, or on branches of trees; to whom
has not this happened ? X was devoured by mosquitoes, un
til, safe and sound, after a sojourn of six weeks with my
confrères, I reached my destination. I embarked o;o the
Persepolis which brought me to Majunga. I again sailed
on the Djemnah for Tamatave. I re-embarked on the Per
nambuco of the shipping company. Ah I that for instance
is above the ordinary. It failed, after some discussions
with St. Peter, not altogether unfavorable, to bear me
without transfer to my eternity.
Despite my desire, which doubtless you will consider
quite lawful, to verify de visu , all the fair reports which
letters had brought me of the condition of our works, I
had decided to stop at Farafangana, but the stormy weather
disputed our landing. The commander therefore pushed
on to Fort Dauphin where we were due on Thursday, the
second, if I am not mistaken.
Scarcely had the sun risen, when, perched on the poop
with my spy-glass, I was exploring the horizon...In a
frenzy of rage the white waves dashed against the sides of
the steamer, which groaned and creaked ominously, then
breaking into foam on the deck, rushed into the cabins; the
wind suddenly bending the masts, whistled through the
ropes, whilst our ship tossed like a man in burning fever
first on one side, then on the other, or passing from one
heave to a furious tantrum, leaned backward or plunged for
ward. The spectacle from land must have seemed sublime!
Obeying an impulse given it at the Bar, the ship doub
led the Cape of Itapere and placed itself with all docility
opposite Fort Dauphin. And there in the haze of the
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evening rose before me a forest in miniature, trees
without leaves, outlined on the horizon, with its points, its
curves, its angles, its summit ; it was the frame-work of
the church, no longer a dream, nor a phantom, it was the
reality. But, alas! this reality manifested itself also in
quite another fashion, none the less tangible and equally
re-assuring. As the marines say, the wind always fresh
ens; the sea rose and hollowed out abysses into the bot
tom of which the Pernambuco, like one seized with vertigo,
precipitated itself, and, as an inevitable consequence, after
the style of rope-dancers, down tumbled passengers,
boxes, dishes, chickens, roosters and sheep.
For three days, my dear Sister, three days and two
nights, we were at the mercy oYthe tempest, so hygienic to
persons of a bilious temperament, I beg to be excused from
giving the entire description. I leave it to your imagina
tion to supply the rest. And still this forest of beams and
turrets fascinated me. It dazzled my eyes, and at night I
saw it ever before me. I strove with the greatest efforts to
scale this frame-work, and I was launched into space and
awoke with my head in a trunk into which I had rolled
out of my little bed.
At last, on Saturday,—-Saturday do you understand?
the Blessed Virgin had pity on us. An immense decked
barge manned, by vigorous sailors, came to us in the open
sea, and...soon we were on land. Yes, on land.. ,b u tl was
so bruised and so dazed that at first with my eyes wide
open I could not see any one. This, however, did not last
long. Calm was restored, and after a visit to the Blessed
Sacrament, I forgot my fatigue, felt quite at my ease whilst
I admired the masterpiece. It was only a rough draft.
To Brother Renaudin and his equipage of carpenters
succeeded Brother Koeffer, cabinet-maker, joiner, decora
tor in all kinds of wood, followed by his fifteen young men,
pupils of the professional school. Father Chaumiel is
m isty
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always there with his instruments, vulgarly denominated^
measure, square, level, plumb-line. Not a plank is nailed,
not a tack is driven in, that he does not take note of the
dimensions and the distances. Nothing is left solely to
chance or to caprice. Regularity, grace, precision, behold
the motto from which they never deviate.
Weeks gliding ever too rapidly away, succeeded weeks ?
each bringing to the work a new amount of labor and of
perfection. uMight it not seem that there was question of
the building of a new Temple of Jerusalem?” you will
perhaps say. You may laugh; for us it was as much, if
not more.
I think I hear you say: i4But it is a paradise your Fort
Dauphin, you have only to will a thing in order to accom
plish it. The whole affair is self-moving, walks, runs,
rolls along like an automobile over a smooth lawn.” Wait
a little, and whilst our artists saw, polish, carve, notch
or dent the wood, let us make a little excursion into an
other order of things. So many strokes of the hammer
must blister the hand, no one drives so many nails into
wood without scratching his fingers, and if our good God
has spared us as to exterior acidents, He has dispensed to
us some very sharp trials, some keen sorrows, There is
no evading the inevitable. In certain cases obstacles are
favors, privileges from above. O h! fear nothing. I am not
going to reiterate the lamentations of Jeremias for your
personal benefit. Everything has its own time, each event
has its place.
The demon must play the demon’s part. Here we
must g o back a little, to write some lines of history, and,
to make th e story more intelligible, recall some incidents
o f an earlier date.
The ownership o f the property was
disputed. We were obliged to write; we prayed, Father
Chaumeil made the voyage from Tananarive. Finally, a
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new decision was issued, confirmed again on acceptable
terms and our panic ceased.
We then made a firm resolution : the church will be
completed and dedicated for the feast of Easter. Having
done this, we resumed our work cheerfully and on a wellordered plan. Well! no..,that was not all... I receive
from Farafangana most distressing news; one sister very
ill, two sisters dying, cue sister dead,.. Behold Father
Chaumeil obliged to set out again accompanied by a sister
who is to bring help and relief to her companions of the
Leper Home» Another disaster: the ship that was to land
them at Farafangana is hindered from doing so, the barges
cannot cross the Bar, and our two travelers, sadly enough,
are forced to land at Mananjary. Here is another history.
They must procure all the luggage for traveling, beds,
kitchen utensils, food, etc., and start on Easter Sunday at
noon, to reach the mission on the following Friday.
This is the way at Madagascar. You direct your course
towards a certain point: they bring you one hundred fifty
kilometres north or south and leave you to manage as best
you can. We shall now allow our voyagers to rest and
whilst awaiting Father Chaumeil’s return let us say a word
or two about the church at Fort Dauphin. Not of de
scription, for I am not equal to the task, and you have a
collection of views more suggestive than my poor literary
efforts could prove to be.
Admirably situated o d the summit of a little hill, it
separates the establishment of the Missionaries from that
of the sisters, overlooking the city and its environs. I t
fronts on the sea, the two towers render it majestic and
symbolic; they are like two immense arms bearing afar
the blessing of God, captivating the gaze of those who
depart, and, until lost to view, occupying their thoughts,
while they welcome with the embrace of charity those who
come hither. The door of the main entrance, artistically
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Wrought, surmounted by a pediment which serves for the
base of the cross, invites, with a noble gesture, both the
fervent and the tepid; opens to all, and displays in its
splendor the fair abode, wherein our Saviour resides. The
principal nave, lofty, graceful, spiritualized by the delicate
columns which support the arch, invites to prayer; the
lower sides, more humble, offer a select spot to the children of our schools,—sheep that the divine Master has
chosen, has made His own, animating them with His
grace, with His life. Superb window panes of printed
muslin diffuse a mysterious light, which seems a reflex of
the heavenly Jerusalem. The Holy Table is a mystical
poem. Cut in a tree of precious oderiferous wood, hard
as iron, imputrescible, faultless, brilliant, and colored;
wrought with jealous exactitude, perforated, embellished,
supported by small columns, it is well suited to the sacred
Banquet in which, with all His grace and beauty, our Lord
gives Himself entire; the energy of our soul, the strength
of our heart, the pledge of our hope. And the Altar,
simple and majestic ; the tabernacle, wherein resides the
God of love, more richly adorned,—all these invite our
respect! and confidence.
Above, holding the cross in his hand, is the beautiful
statue of St. Vincent, the gift of Most Honored MotherGeneral. I had forgotten to say that our church is dedi
cated to St. Vincent de Paul. Is this not just? He loved
Madagascar so much, this good St. Vincent! He loves it
still.
To the'nght and to the left are two small chapels wherein
two humble temporary altars are dedicated to the Blessed
Virgin and St. Joseph. There are our two good old stat
ues that made the voyage with us, and we preserve them
with religious care. They have witnessed the outset of
our works, our groping in the dark, our anguish, our bit-
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ter disappointments, and our progress. To us, they are
more than beautiful, they are very dear.
When I shall have shown you the tribune, when you
will have heard the melodious voices of our children, you
can but envy us.
Father Chaumeil has returned after his journey. The
ceremony first fixed for Easter Sunday, afterwards for the
feast of the Translation of the Relics of St. Vincent, has
now been finally decided for Sunday, April twenty-fourth,
which is likewise a family feast. There is need of great
courage if we wish to have all things in readiness. All
hearts are in the work; hands will not be wanting.
You are, doubtless, slightly acquainted with our bee
hive of skilful workers. I mean our intern school of young
girls. I f you were permitted some fine morning to appear
in the magnificent meadow that serves them for recreation,
you might notice some rather whimsical designs traced
along the ground: squares, rectangles, lozenges, trapezi
ums, circumferences. It is grave matter: these geomet
rical figures represent an important side of the social ques
tion, viz; “the division of labor”: all, even the smallest,
armed with brooms, acquit themselves of their task without
encroaching upon the premises of their neighbor. Some
thing similar was enacted and executed during Holy Week.
Brother Kceffer and his carpenters and joiners (they would
be there yet had they been allowed to stay) polish and re
polish the wainscoting with wax and varnish. Nothing
shines enough for them. As, however, they are the rep
resentatives of number and force, to them is allotted the
work of moving in, carrying the heavy loads, putting in
place the largest pieces of furniture, the arrangement of
the pews and....the finishing touch of the artist who can
never be satisfied with his work.
Sister Bertrou, her companions, the oldest among their
pupils, fold, plait, press, sew, pin, yield to every extrava-
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ornamenting. Father Pranetif—allow me to introduce
him to you—-our musical director and able precentor, drills,
his choir over and over again; waves of harmony flow from
all the windows and transepts, even from every beam, in
undating Fort Dauphin with melody. The Fort Dauphinese are also much preoccupied and they send everyj even
ing a deputation to inquire whether the ceremony will re
main fixed for the coming Sunday....One notable person
age says: “I wish my son to be there in his Sunday dress.”'
Fathers Vervault, Dinkha, and Pi&tros prepare for the
ceremonial, attend to the rehearsal of the children who
form the choir, take charge of the acolytes, appoint the
cross-bearer, the torch-bearers, etc. Brother Renaudin
has been appointed to ascend all ladders for the purpose of
putting pins in position. Father Chaumeil remains per
manently on the manoeuvring ground; and T, as usual I
take note of the effect. At last! without shock or noise
the sun rises on April twenty-fourth. At daybreak our
students are at their post. The air is filled with the
thrilling vibrations of the clarion; at beat of drum our
scholastic battalion fall into line, as if for a parade, and
move forward preceded by the standard-bearer. With
alert and measured step our good youths climb the hill
side and still in line take up their position near the en
trance to the church. Less solemnly, more gracefully, our
young girls form a crown on the opposite side7 whilst the
eager population close the circle. Nothing official; no
one fails in his duty, and the military and civil authorities
are in the places assigned them.
As leader of the orchestra, Father Praneuf gives the
signal, and, all together with mathematical precision, our
band, inexperienced it is true, but well drilled strikes up
quite a difficult religious march.
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The ceremony begins. The procession winds slowly,
solemnly, around the edifice: then advances the banner of
the Blessed Virgin, that of St. Vincent, the Cross, a theory
of acolytes, the clergy chanting the Miserere, the celebrant,
who blesses the foundations and the walls ; when this ben
ediction ceremony ends, the brass instruments fall to softer
notes, the last measures die out in an expressive diminuen
do, a murmur of harmony.
Then, to the chant of the Litany the doors open. The
faithful press in. With the same recollection, with the
same calm piety, the prescribed liturgical order was
carried out in its minutest detail.
High Mass was sung with a pomp unusual in our re
gions; why could we not do more?
Father Joseph Praneuf, who is in France, contributed
largely to the enjoyment of this day, we are, therefore,
much indebted to him. At the request of his brothgr, he
had the charity to compose, for this feast, a mass for three
voices, of marvelous effect. He would have been charmed,
as we were, to hear our children execute it with such per
fection, throwing into it so much expression, rendering the
phrasing of the music with delicacy, intelligence, and feel
ing. We take occasion here to offer him our sincere thanks.
All sound had ceased. Slowly, and as if with regret,
the crowd disperses; the last worshipers depart after lin
gering to breathe yet another prayer, to cast one more
glance of love upon our Lord.
Meanwhile, I feel urged to make a pilgrimage, I repair
to our old church—our large Malgache hut, which for two
years had been the dwelling-place of our good God, How
sad, dilapidated, gloomy, and bare, it appears now! Never
theless, it was there that for the first time we offered the
Holy Sacrifice, on the morning after our arrival, April 8,
1896; there we had presented to the divine Master so many
souls regenerated in the waters of baptism ; this was the
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hall of the "sacred Banquet, within these walls we had
uttered the supreme hope of meeting again our dear de
parted, here we had prayed, here we had been encouraged
and consoled; and as I cast a farewell glance upon its old
blackened beams, its mutilated sides, its hanging windows,
its miserable roof, its rough flooring,—to each of these I
attached a remembrance, and involuntarily my mind re
verted to the poet’s lines:
‘‘'Lifeless objects, have you then from above,
A soul, which forces from our soul this love.?r

I am, my dear sister, in the union of prayer, your re
ligiously devoted,
■J" J. C r o u z e t , C. M,
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Priest of the MisSuperior General,

San-Jacinto, June 15, 1904.

In this immense diocese (San Salvador) where there are
more than a million of souls, the missions furnish a fertile
field for the zeal of the Sons of St. Vincent de Paul.
This year, as in the preceding one, it has pleased God
that the harvest should be very abundant. In our last
campaign from October 20, 1908, to May 16, 1904, thir
teen thousand, eight hundred fifteen persons made their
confession, of these five thousand, nine hundred ten were
men. We registered nine hundred forty-seven first Com
munions of children: those of older persons it would be
scarcely possible to enumerate. Seven hundred marriages
were rectified,—Conversions, humanly speaking, most un
expected, are numerous. Apart from a small nucleus of
fervent souls in each parish, the remainder is composed of
Christians who certainly have the faith, but do not prac
tise it, or who think it quite natural to unite Belial with
Jesus Christ*
The great crowd of people at the exercises of the mis
sion, especially at the evening sermon, preached in the
open air at the threshold of the church; the delicate atten
tions of the pastors, the effectual protection of the civil
authorities, the good-will of the faithful, have amply corn6
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pensated for our long journeys and the intense heat of these
countries.
Nevertheless, what ignorance! It seems that in this
respect these people can shake hands with the Chinese,
This accounts for our prolonged stay in each parish: twen
ty-six days at Olocuilta ; twenty-eight at Tecoluca, twentyeight at St, Michael's, fifteen at the volcano of St. Michael,
thirty at Union wharf, thirty-three at St. Alexis.
Fathers Conte, Thaureaud and your humble servant
took part, under our good Father Vaysse, in the first four
missions. Three Missionaries conducted the last two, be
cause Father Thanreaud had been recalled to the Seminary
where his services were required. God alone knows with
what pleasure each of us did his utmost to fulfil this task
so laborious and so consoling.
The prisoners of San Salvador had their retreat at the
beginning of this month. Out of three hundred and
twenty-five, one hundred and sixty fulfilled their religious
duties. The poor, who are assisted by the Ladies of Char
ity have also just finished a course of spiritual exercises.
On Saturday, June eighteenth, Father Vaysse will leave
for Leon de Nicaragua to render the same service to the
Sisters of Charity. I may say that as soon as one work is
completed another is presented.
Charles Hetuin.
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SOUTH AMERICA
COLOMBIA
NATAGA

Letter from R e v . L.
Mission.

T r a m e c o u r t,

Priest of (he

Nataga, Pa'icol (Colombia), April 24, 1904,

I passed through Cali; Father Prades is very happy there
and highly esteemed as a professor, He has been for several
months the victim of fever, and I must add that I share
his fate.
For the installation here and for the construction of the
house only three of us came: Father Marc Puyo, founder
and procurator; Father Larquere the Superior and your
humble servant, who, it appears, is his assistant. Father
Durou replaced F'ather Puyo at Popayan, until July; he is
very well and very happy,
Here, whilst waiting for the new house) for the building
of which preparations are being made, we occupy the house
that served as a residence for the pastor when he first came.
For Nataga, which we are serving is a parish. There are
from three to four hundred inhabitants, for the most part
good Christians, both men and women, very sympathetic,
who assist faithfully at the offices. We have from fifty to
sixty men and women at daily Mass ; in the evening at the
recitation of the rosary and other prayers in the church,
there are from eighty to one hundred and fifty persons.
More than this, Nataga is also the centre of a pilgrim
age, very ancient and much frequented, to Notre Dame de la
Merely with a miraculous statue so that it is easy for me to
recall Saint-Walfroy, where I lived in France, and its
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menu tain. Nataga, however, is more elevated: it is sit
uated on the side of one of the central cordilleras of the
Andes at an altitude of from twelve to fifteen hundred
metres; this altitude gives it a climate, milder than the rest
of the country, although damp and rather unfavorable to
strangers at the rainy season especially, which is sometimes
protracted.
We are entirely surrounded by mountains, more or less
elevated ( from one to four thousand metres), crossing one
another, with valleys, rivers, and torrents between. A
long and magnificent valley extends over the southern side
with the Rio Negro and the de La Plata, and, in the dis
tance the city of La Plata; the landscape is varied, pictu
resque, even grandiose, with its mountain summits, gilded
by the rays of the sun, or the clouds which envelop them
in their rainbow-tinted mantle. In a word, if you wish
to salute Nataga, take the map and you will find it at
seventy-five degrees west longitude, and two degrees, forty
minutes, north latitude: which makes our time about five
hours later than France, with days and nights almost equal,
from six o’clock to six o’clock, or each twelve hours long.
You will perhaps ask how about the pilgrimages in Co
lombia? So far, we have had only one great feast, Septem
ber twenty-fourth, when the crowd was very considerable,
several thousands of pilgrims, for there was heretofore no
resident chaplain. Great numbers, however, come every
day; but we intend to organize some annual novenas. At
present I think from ten, twenty, or. twenty-five persons
are the regular attendance. During Paschal time one day
there were two or three hundred.
How do they make the pilgrimage? First of all, you
would ask how do the pilgrims reach the shrine. Only at
the cost of many difficulties in the matter of communication
or, if you will, of locomotion, and often from the impossi
bility of securing provisions along the route. They must
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journey over roads almost impassable, dangerous because
they are rocky, rugged, perpendicular, slippery, sometimes
along the summits or the sides of mountains, again over
valleys, where there are torrents to be crossed; in France
you could form no idea: they are obliged to travel 011
horseback or on a mule (here it is only on paper that they
know what is meant by automobiles, bicycles, or even con
veyances). Those who own neither horse nor mule must
journey afoot, and bare-foot at that, as is the custom in
warm countries, and most of all as it is the only covering
for the foot possible or practicable whilst going over such
roads.
Well! it is in this way, over mountains and valleys, one,
two, three, and often four days that our pilgrims come to
Nataga; they spend one entire day, and sometimes two or
three days. They assist at the offices, recite in groups
the rosary aloud in the church, confess and communicate.
Having completed their devotions, fortified by the grace of
the sacraments and blessed by Mary, they return with the
prospect of the same difficulties to be encountered. Thus
do the whites (Spanish ra^e), and thus do likewise the In
dians who dwell isolated in the mountains (our parish and
the neighboring localities count also a certain number of
of these latter).
I do not say that all is perfection in their life, they are
so cut off, as it were, in regard to religious matters that ex
cept in the cities and towns, they very rarely have the
holy offices! It is true there are not many priests. In
coming to Nataga we said Mass in a church where the
Holy Sacrifice had not been offeredjn ten months. There
are, therefore, many defects in the lives of these poor peo
ple, although at bottom, they are really Christian, One
notable trait in their character is that they do not know
anything of human respect. They could not understand
6*
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here, why a man would not dare go to church, to confession^
and receive Holy Communion in presence of the whole
world, why he should not halt immediately, and with head
uncovered recite the Angelus, when the bell rings whereever he might be.
We trust that, God assisting, and with the help of pray
ers from all our friends, we may succeed in doing a little
good to these ignorant and hitherto abandoned souls, but
souls full of good-will.
L . T ram ecourt.
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ANSWERS AND INFORMATION
30.

F

ea st

O f T h e P a t r o n a g e O f Sa in t V

in c e n t

—The Ordo was already printed when the
feast of the Patronage of St. Vincent de Paul was insti
tuted by Rome. Here are some modifications which the
new feast brings for 1 9 0 4 .
D

e

P

aul.

ANNO 1904
Die 3 Dec. Sabb. In 2isVesp. S. Francisci Xav. fit
comm. S. Petri Chrysologi, E. C. D. f Simplifie) post
comniem. Dom.
Die 4 Dec. Dom. I I Adv.—In Laud., Mis. et 2 is Vesp.
fit commem. S. Petri Chrysologi,—In Mis. omit Or. R
M. Deus qui.
Die 19 Dec. Fer.

2

In

2

Vesp. dele Dox. et V. B. M.

Die 20 Dec. Fer. 3 vigil, (de qua nil in Offic.) Alb . Pat r o c i n i i S. V INCENT11 a Paulo , Conf. dupl. maj. (S.)
commem. Fer. in Laud, et Mis. 3 or, Vig, Cr. Ev. Vig.
in fine.—Vesp. de seq. commem. præc. et Fer. ( 0 da
vis.) Dox. et V. B. M.
Die 22 Fer. 5. Alb. M a n i f e s t a t i o n s I m Ma c u l a ^ æ
M a r i æ . V i r g in ia a sacro Numismate, dupl. 2 cl. (S . 27
Nov.) Off. pr. commem. in Laud, et Mis. pr. Cr. Præf.
B. M. Et te in Concept. Imm .—Vesp. de eodem festo
(sine com. seq.) commem. Fer, (0 Rex.)
Die 23 Fer. 6. Àlb, Expectatio Partus B. M. V . dupl.
maj. (S. E. 18 huj.) commem. Fer, in Laud, et Mis. pr.
Cr. Præf. B. M. E t te in Expect. In Vesp, commem.
Fer. (0 Emmanuel.)
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"0
OUR DEAR DEPARTED.
OUR MISSIONARIES:
Brother Tiburce Martinez, Mexico, June 2, 1904; 13 years of age, 48
of vocation.
Rev. Nicholas Longo, Lecce, Italy, June 23, 1904; 77 years of age, 57
of vocation.
Rev. Henry Ilercouet, Tchengtingfou, China, July 3, 1904; 50 years of
age, 31 of vocation.
Rev. Louis Albera, Scarnafigi, Italy, July 4, 1904; 65 years of age, 49
of vocation.
Rev, Joachim Mattos, Felgueiras, Portugal, July 7, 1904; *78 years of
age, 46 of vocation.
Rev. Peter Castelly, La Teppe, France, July 11, 1904; 81 years of age,
40 of vocation.
Brother Martinien Nogal, Madrid, Spain, August, 1904; 22 years of
age, 4 of vocation.
Rev. Justin Lescure, China, August, 1904; 58 years of age, 35 of
vocation.
Rev. Matthew Kouo, China, August, 1904; 39 years of age, 5 of voca
tion.
Rev. Vincent Vacca, Vichy, France, August 19, 1904; 44 years of age,
22 of vocation.
.Most Rev. Augustus Bonetti, Apostolic Delegate, Constantinople, August
19, 1904; 73years of age, 46 of vocation.
Rev. Edward Sourisseau, Berceau St. Vincent de Paul, August 25,
1904; 29 years of age, 11 of vocation.
Rev. Martial Collot, Nice, France, August 26, 1904; 55 years of age,
35 of vocation.
Rev. Francis Kamenski, Cracow, Austria, August 28, 1904; 69 years
of age, 46 of vocation.
Brother Tobias Aussaguel, Dax, France, September 1, 1604; 39 years of
age, 11 of vocation.
Rev. James Murena, Ferrare, Italy, 1904; 74 years of age, 43 of voca
tion.
Rev. Louis Geoffroy, Mother House, Paris, September 6, 1904; 54 years
of age, 32 of vocation.
Rev. Anthony Verrina, Cape Girardean, Mo., U. S . ; Nov. 25, 1904;
84 years of age, 53 of vocation.
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OUR SISTERS :
Sr. Catherine Krenn, Lankowitz, Austria; *75, 50.
Emily Dobszay, Gratz ; 72, 30.
,, Johanna Martin, Nîmes, France; 30, 11.
r, Alphonsa Madrid, Madrid, Spain: 23, 11.
,, Barbara Witkowska, Warsaw; 86, 66.
,, Johanna Diego, Madrid, Spain ; 53, 31.
,, Elizabeth Schaberl, Austria; 30, 8.
,, Matilda Rueh, Austria; 23, 4.
,, Mary Piet, France; *71,48.
,, Bertha de Belloy, France; 74, 49.
,, Mary Boutrais, Chili; 69; 51.
,, Mary Lespréta, Portugal ; 47,22.
,, Julia Bajard, France} 33, 14.
,, Johanna Olivier, Limoges, France; 53, 29.
,, Maria Gonzalez, Spain; 78,48.
V, Demetria Ochoa, Seville, Spain ; 44, 24.
,, Antonia Dauden, Spaiu ; 19,8.
Simona Maza, Spain; 41, 23.
,, Petra Tobar, Spain; 31, 9.
,, Maria Madrid, Sp^in; 29, 6.
r, Maria Clair, Clermont, France, 43, 10.
,, Johanna Piary, Lyons, France; 64, 42.
r, Caroline Pascucci, Florence, Italy ; 25,3.
,, Mary Naudin, Neuilly, France; 66, 44.
Mamecla Vilades, Spain; *70, 34.
r, Anne Hahn, Gratz, Austria; 82, 43.
,, Mary Cerda, Palermo, Italy; 64, 48.
,, Johanna Filliot, Ecuador; 40, 13.
,, Maria Giraldo, Ecuador; 34, 11.
,, Elisa Dettori, Turin, Italy; 29, 4.
„ Aloyse Villa, Turin, Italy ; 22, 3.
,, Henrietta Darnaud, Toulouse, France; 28, 5.
,, Leonie Freon, Clichy, France ; 54, 31.
,, Honorine Planches, Naples, Italy; 58, 38.
,, Florencia Salmon, Guayaquil, Ecuador; 61, 43.
,, Anna Solis, Guayaquil, Ecuador; 41, 13.
,, Mary Monnoyeur, Brazil; *70, 51.
,, Johanna Bruyères, Clichy, France; 6*7, 47.
,, Margaret Mottino, Italy; 41, 16.
,, Ottavia Frullini, Sienna, Italy; 65, 42.
,, Fanny Cerrutti, Italy; 50, 24.
,, Johanna Stawinska, Poland; 29,9.
,, Mary Nuel, France; 63, 48.
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Sf. Mercedes Ascensio, Madrid, Spain; 63, 401
y, Florentine Vanniers, France; 71, 53.
,, Johanna Didion, France; 68, 50.
fJ Radegonde de Merlis, Havre, France ; 68, 4Î*
,, Mary Archiniard, Troyes, France; 69, 51,
y, Balbiaa Costa, Madrid, Spain; 22, 1.
y, Maria Id’oate, Spain; 34, 4.
,, Vicenta Jimeno, Spain; 69, 49.
,, Magdalen Bardoux, France; 74, 54.
r, Frances Pignolat, France; 56, 32.
,, Magdalen Fousson, France ; 53, 31,
,, Maria St. Germain, France; 24, 3*.
,, Mary Tissié, France; 51, 30.
r, Mary Gallet, France; 61, 35.
,, Mary Maréchal, Ron en, France; 83, 6Î.
y, Mary Eerrère, France; 82, 62.
,, Isola Marinai, Sienna, Italy ; 58, 30.
,, Giovanna Fallani, Sienna, Italy; 61, 42.
y, Albertine Weiss, France; 28, 3.
r, Josefa Yaiero, Cuevasy Spain ; 37, 18.
y, Mary Korneck, Gyœngyœs, Austria; 27, 8.
,, Johanna Gorjane, Laibach, Austria; 35, 10L
Félicita Tivien, Clichy, France; 56, 20.
y, Celine Cuvilier, Paris, France; 69, 44.
„ Claire Brare, Paris, France; 38, 17.
,, Mary Bony, France; 73, 50.
r, Mary Fortier, France; 72, 36.
y, Mary Mériguet, Tourcoing, France; 63, 41,
r, Pierrette Ruard, Pithiviers, France; 66, 41.
,, Mary Hau Guillem, L’Hay, France; 24, 5.
,, Claudine Martin, Clichy, France; 75, 47.
,, Margaret Kneipt, Questembert, France; 42, 22..
f , Mariana Scollo, Naples, Italy ; 24j 3.
,, Frances Laliron, Montolieu, France; 26, 6.
y, Johanna Montfort, Paris, France;, 56, 32.
» Mary Forgue, Toulouse, France; 75, 45.
r, Joaquina Grana, Madrid, Spain; 46, 24.
n Fermina Gil, Madrid, Spain: 55, 26.
„ Philomena Bataller, Madrid, Spain; 48, 25v
,, Lorenza Robles, Spain; 53, 24.
,, Petra Martinez, Seville, Spain; 43, 9.
y, Maria Butron, Burgos, Spain; 67, 41.
,, Caroline Etzbaeh, Cologne-Nippes, Germany ; 37,
rt Mary Turquin, Montolieu, France;, 71, 41,
j-, Juliana Leitinger, Laibach, Austria; 30, 7.
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Sr. Maria Schwar, Gratz, Austria; 67, 46.
,, Victoire Dumetz, Bourraabat, Turkey'in Asia; 83, 63.
,, Julia Schubert, Culn, Poland; 71, 53.
,, Johanna Catros, Brousse, Turkey in Asia; 59, 30.
7, Albina Discepoli, Florence, Italy; 35, 15.
,, Mary Cassoulet, Sienna, Italy, 83, 58.
7i Theresa Crosa, Cagliari, Italy; 41, 23.
,, Salomé Mateo, Begonsa, Spain; 70, 47.
,, Carmelle Aran, Spain; 66, 40.
7, Mary Parruitte, Montolien, France; 66, 38.
7, Barbara Krieger, Austria; 66,45.
7, Euphrasia Outtier, Hazebouck, France; 337 9.
,7 Brigitte Chanel, Algeria.
7, Josephine Meisenberg, Cologne-Nippes; 26, 3.
,, Mary Gremsl, Laibach, Austria; 42, 14.
7, Theresa Leopold, Vienna, Austria; 28, 5.
,, Rosalie Tandl, Vienna, Austria; 36, 5.
7, Beatrice Filamer, Spain ; 68, 38.
7, Rita Torrens, Valencia, Spain; 80, 54.
,, Escolástica Ariz, Spain; 28, 10.
,, Florentine Sévin, Rive-de-Gier ; 72, 54.
,, Mary Borletti, Rome; 35, 13.
,, Louise Fillner, Austria; 33, 13.
7, Marie Le Gui de la Villette, Pau, France; 66, 42.
,, Gertrude Schumacher, Guayaquil, Ecuador; 65, 38.
,, Yvonne La Motte, Paris; 27, 1.
,, Mary Kuhn, Austria; 68, 48.
,, Mary Renard, Lille, France; 61, 35.
7, Camille Marduel, Lyons, France; 34, 8.
7, Theresa Forni, Turin; 42, 20.
,, Egirée Fauché, Champigny, France; 33, 7.
,, Nicasia Echeverria, Spain ; 35, 10.
7, Ramona Romen, Madrid, Spain; 64, 41.
,, Henrietta Trintignan, Chantilly, France; 73, 45.
,, Mary Roy, Panama; 65, 42.
,, Francisca Clement, Seville, Spain; 68, 42.
,, Maria Aguas, Havana, Cuba; 73, 53.
,, Filomena Berenguer, Spain ; 40, 20.
,, Antonia Roca, Spain ; 70,43.
,, Vittoria Ricci, Sienna, Italy; 44, 23.
,, Johanna Chaix, Nice, France; 37, 15.
,, Anne Daniel lot, Troyes, France; 67, 39.
Sabina Carelli, Italy; 63, 35.
,, Catherine Françon, Charenton, France; 79, 49.
,, Clemence Bracq, Chartres, France; 57, 30.
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Sr. Mary Frélat, Bône, Algeria; 53, 28.
,, Margaret Rigoulot, Marseilles, France; 26, 61
,, Catherine Mangeot, Nancy, France; 75, 49.
,, Mary Blome, Vienna, Austria; 40, 3.
,, Johanna Jacquet, Château-PEvêque, France; 5*7, 30.
,, Victorine Würtele, Einmitsburg, Md., U. S .; 36, W.
,, Mary Gertrude Newman, Rochester, N. Y., U. S.; 32, 5,
,, Lucia May, Emmitsburg, Md , F. S. ; 80, 63.
„ Philomena O’Brien, Washington, D. C.y U S.; 48, 2t.
,, De Pazzi Bowes, Los Angeles, Cal., U .S .; 25, %.
,, Vibiana Moley, Los Angeles, Cal , U. S.; 56, 31.
ir Louise O’Hargan, Baltimore, Md., U. S. ; 55, 21..
„ Maria Ballantine, Buffalo, N. Y., U. S.^ T2-, 48».

R. I. 1?.
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WORK OF BLESSED JOHN GABRIEL PERBOYRE
IN FA VOR OF T H E MOST N E E D Y MISSIONS
O F THill DOUBLE FA M IL Y OF SA INT V tN C E N T DE PA U L

Thanh-offerings for conversions, cures, and other precious
favors , both spiritual and, temporal, constantly reach us;
bearing witness to the confidence everywhere reposed in our
Blessed, Martyrs. and to the gratitude of those who have ex
perienced their powerful and, efficacious intercession.
Hospital of N..., U. S. March 11, 1904.

At the time Father N.., was so ill, when his life was des
paired of and the delirium kept up so long, I promised our
Blessed Martyr that if he would restore body and mind,
I would send an offering for his most needy missions; but,
I added, not until Father N...is able to leave his room.
Yesterday for the first time in three months he was able to
be rolled around in a chair through the corridor: I wish
now to fulill my promise, and with a heart full of grati
tude I gladly inclose an order for the thank-offering.
Every one considers our venerated patient’s recovery as
miraculous; it is surprising how well he looks, he is cheer
ful and happy looking forward to his return to N...
Hospice of H.., July 3, 1904.

My Sister-Servant has been suffering for more than a
year from her arm. The physicians, it seemed, could not
reach the evil; so after being treated for several different
diseases, no one could say from which remedy she derived
most benefit. The malady was gaining, and for at least
six months she had not been able to use the arm. At last,
turning to Blessed John Gabriel Perboyre we addressed
most fervent supplications to him. Our confidence was not
disappointed. To-day sister sends an offering in thanks
giving for her improvement; her arm is much better.
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Le Pay, Bolivia, May 25, 1904

I have taken Blessed John Gabriel Perboyre for my
protector and my advocate, in all my necessities, in all my
trials, great and small. I have had recourse to him with
confidence promising an offering for his missions, and my
prayer has been heard.
I shall be grateful if you will publish my thank-offer
ing in order that devotion to our Blessed Martyr may in
crease and that all may recognize how efficacious is his
intercession.
N...U. S., Nov. 7, 1904.

To-day a letter from my mother brings me the glad tid
ings that our Blessed Martyr has obtained the favor I
have been soliciting. My brother who had not for two
years made his Easter, has just made the mission in our
parish—Blessed John Gabriel thanks! Accept my offering.
Troy, N. Y., U. S., December 9, 1904.

“I am sending you a mite for the Missions of Blessed
Perboyre, given by a poor woman whom we have been
visiting as a thank-offering for her recovery from a serious
illness. She was attacked with pneumonia and the doctor
had almost lost hope. On my first visit 1 gave her a relic
of our Blessed Brother which I had with me. From the
time she put it on, her improvement began and she is now
entirely well. In her gratitude and from her poverty she
made the little offering (fifty cents).
My relic is now with a poor man whose hand was seri
ously burned some two years ago. The wound never hav
ing healed, he was almost discouraged, when, hearing of
the above recovery he in turn begged for the relic. When
I last heard from him, he was doing nicely. I feel inter
ested in the case and shall tell you more of it later.”
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VICTOR BRENGUIER
DIED S E P T E M B E R I ,

18 9 4
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Constantinople, April 18, 1904.

A good lady of Constantinople sends you through me a
small offering which she had promised to the Work of
Blessed Perboyre if her daughter were cured of typhoid
fever. The case was a very serious one. Thank God the
child has recovered.
The operating room in the newly-purchased hospital has
been placed under the protection of our Blessed Martyr.
So far all has been successful; it is therefore a duty for
me to testify my gratitude.

OUR BENEFACTORS
Under this heading we would wish to collect notices of
those to whom the Family of St. Vincent de Paul is speci
ally indebted.
Going back a few years we find that it is our duty to
mention Mr. Victor B r e n g u i e r . He was interested in
whatever concerned the Congregation of the Mission, and
the house of Toulouse is under many obligations to him.
Mr. Victor Brenguier, an ancient banker, a bachelor,
a fervent Catholic, and a great friend of the Congregation
of the Mission, lived at Narbonne. It was his pleasure
almost every year to come to Paris for a few days of spirit
ual Retreat at our Mother- House. His happy death oc
curred September 1, 1894, at Narbonne.—Later, a more
detailed notice will be furnished on the venerated Mr.
Brenguier. *
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MISCELLANEA
POLAND: SOUVENIRS
Here is the translation of an article published at W arsaw in the Ency~
elope die catholique, on the Community of the Sisters of Charity in Poland.
J.

D jh m .

The Sisters of Charity, called here Sisters of Mercy or
Sisters of St. Vincent de Paul, were already established
among us in the time of St. V incent de Paul. After
France, to Poland was reserved the privilege of receiving
the double Family the Missionaries and Sisters during the
lifetime of their illustrious Founder, and to see them estab
lish colonies, as so many seed-plots for the other missions
of the country. To St, Vincent this was a land of pre
dilection ; hence, not content with sending thither his best
Missionaries and the bravest sisters, he moreover, urged
upon both, by counsel and in writing, to implore by prayer
and mortification the protection of the Blessed V irgin
upon this country that had chosen her as its Sovereign.
To Marie Louise,, consort of K ing W ladislas I V , and
afterwards of John Casimir, belongs the chief glory of
having invited the Sisters of Charity to Poland. This
Queen when as yet only Princess of Mantua, had occasion
to become personally acquainted with St. Vincent de Paul,
and with Mother Le Gras, Superioress of the new Com
pany, as well. She seemed therefore only to await* her
marriage with King John Casimir (May 31, 1649) to ap
ply immediately to the Superiors of the Sisters of Charity
in Paris, begging them to send a colony of sisters to Po
land. The royal petition was favorably received and three
sisters were appointed to go, under the charge of Sister
Margaret Moreau. The little band found the king and
the queen at Lowicz, whither they had retired because of
the plague which was devastating the entire region ; this
https://via.library.depaul.edu/annals_en/vol11/iss4/1
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was tit tha close of the year 1651: meanwhile, the pes
tilence redoubled its fury in the capital where thousands
of victims were stricken down. The Missionaries who
had already been established for a year in Poland, flew to
the relief of the unfortunate, and the three sisters ardently
desired to imitate their zeal, but the queen insisted that
one of them should remain with her.
*
uAh! Your Majesty/’ said the Superioress, “we are only
three to serve the poor, whilst you have so many more ca
pable of rendering service than we could be. Permit us,
here as elsewhere, to fulfil our duty, for by our vows we
are the servants of the poor.” The queen no longer inter
fered with the desire of the three sisters who at once set
out for Cracow to render assistance to those who were
stricken by the contagion and who Were abandoned by
all. The sisters sought out these unfortunate persons in
their infected hovels and in the streets most remote from
the city ; they] provided lodgings for their patients where
they lavished upon them the tenderest care.
For years war and pestilence threatened the country
with ruin. The epidemic being transported to Warsaw,
the sisters followed it thither and established themselves
near the church of Holy Cross where, to attendance on
the sick, they joined the education and instruction of or
phans. The Swedish army, however, soon took possession
of the city and the sisters were forced to seek refuge in
Silesia, with the queen, their protectress. Marie Louise
assigned as their residence one of the pavilions of the Casimir palace, where they continued to devote themselves to
the duties of their state.
Other sisters were from the outset gradually added to
the little band of pioneers; these colonies from France
were greatly needed, as many sisters fell victims to their
zeal during the epidemics of 1654, 1660, 1661. At the
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close of the war with Sweden, Marie Louise purchased the
Kaleczynski farm (near Solec on the Vistula), from Agnes
Skapska and other proprietors known as the Glinki, and
had a frame house erected there for the sisters, with a
chapel dedicated to St. Casimir. She afterwards acquired
some land at Pechera about a mile from Piasehzna, moreover
at Proszow, Bogatek, Grochow and Wolka, with some prop
erty at Jazgarzewo. She bought, for 30,000 Polish golden
ducats, the Lbiska farm, assigning the whole as a founda
tion in perpetuity to the Sisters of Charity that they might
take care of the sick. The sisters were to go in search of
these poor to the suburbs, were to provide them with the
necessaries of life, furnish them with remedies and attend
them in their sickness; it would be their duty, moreover, to
train and educate orphans and poor young girls. Along
side the chapel she had a house built to be specially devot
ed to the destitute sick and the homeless poor. She, like
wise, established a pharmacy to which the sick might ap
ply for medicine, and workshops where those who could
not find employment might be occupied in something useful.
Having in view to increase the number of the sisters, the
queen, with maternal goodness, interested herself in the
opening of an establishment or novitiate for postulants. A
Sister Visitatrix would preside over the little family. St.
Vincent, in sending the Sisters of Charity to Poland, de
sired that there, as in France, they should be under the di
rection of the Father Visitor of the Priests of the Mission.
The Visitor at that time was Very -Rev. William Desdames. Almost from the outset the sisters had to direct
the ancient hospital of the Holy Spirit at Warsaw, besides
two new foundations—the hospitals of St, Roch and the
Child Jesus. By the terms of the contract between the
Visitor and the founders of these hospitals, the former
would hold the deeds, whilst the latter were to assume the
superintendence and all the duties of the administration. In
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compensation they were entitled to lodging, food, clothing,
and assistance in their illness. In 1662, the Royal Assem
bly in the king’s name, approved, the foundation of St.
Casimir’s Institute by the following decree:
Foundation of the hospital for destitude orphans by the illustrious
Queen H. M. Marie Louise. H M. the Queen, our consort, desirous, not less
as the result of her deeply rooted piety, than through the special affection
she bears her people, to promote the honor and glory of God and thereby
draw down upon her kingdom, with celestial benedictions, happiness
and prosperity, has with royal magnificence founded near Warsaw, in the
faubourg of Cracow, a hospital for poor orphan boys and girls, assigning
to it Pechera and Kunow, situate upon the Czersk lands, purchased with
her own revenue and which are dependent upon her ju re terrestri; and
We, with the sanction of all the States, approve this foundation in perpe*
tuity, likewise assigning forever the aforementioned lands with all their
dependencies to the said hospital, and incorporating forever these estates
which by these presents we declare enjoy the same rights and privileges
as all the fiefs of the kingdom, salvis oneribus Reipublicce.

For a long time no additional funds were raised, so that
at first only fifteen orphans could be provided for. Later
on, however, the sisters themselves labored for the develop
ment of this benevolent institute; by dint of economy
they acquired some property and in the vicinity they
opened a house which was known as Tamka Kaleczyna;
this wTas continued until 1795. Thenceforward, private
legacies seconded still more efficaciously the efforts made
by the sisters. The benefactors are: the Cardinal Arch
bishop of Gnesen, Michael Radziejowski (6,000 ducats ) j
Nicholas Swiecicki, Bishop of Posen; Bartholomew" Tarlo,
formerly V isitor of the Priests of the Mission and later
Bishop of Posen.
In 1699 the sisters opened an educational establishment
for young girls. They received pupils of noble families at
a charge of from twenty to thirty ducats for board and tu
ition. As many could not afford to pay this amount, poor
young girls were gratuitously received. Hence, for want
of resources this house did not prosper, until, finally, in
1824 it was closed. The school board were probably in
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In 1840, Joseph Krzyanowski, Emeritus, donated six
thousand ducats as a dowry to the orphan girls of St»
Casimir’s Institute, who had attained the highest merit.
The year 1842 witnessed the foundation of auxiliary
councils for the aid of benevolent institutions. The ad
ministration now passed into their hands, and the sisters
were only concerned with the direction and interior service
of the house. They were still under the authority of the
Visitatrix, who continued according to her office to decide
the admission of postulants, to train them, send them to
the hospitals, and appoint them to the divers offices. Prior
to 1842, she transacted all business, examined the accounts,
which duties thenceforward devolved upon the council.
The first house occupied by the sisters in the Province of
Warsaw was St. Casimir’s Institute, in Warsaw, Tampka
Street, founded by the Queen Marie Louise. This was the
residence of the Visitatrix and Sister Directress. I t included
also a postulatum and an establishment for orphan girls.
Here, according to a memorandum5preserved in the
archives of this house, is the list of Superioresses of this
Community: The first was Sister Margaret Moreau, died
in 1660; she was buried in Holy Cross Cemetery. The
second, Sister Barbara Bailly, until 1667, year of her re
turn to Paris; the third, Sister Frances Duelle, until 1680 .
the fourth, Sister Marie Bullard, until 1684; she then be
came a private sister, and in 1712 resumed the office of
Visitatrix, which she held until 1718, when she was ap
pointed Superioress of the house of, Chelmn where she died
in 1727; the fifth, Sister Marie de Bay, Visitatrix, who re
turned in 1700 from Paris, whither she went in 1684; the
sixth, was Sister Madeleine Maurice, who directed this
house until 0 730; the seventh, Sister Barbara Gerard,
until 1750; she died at Warsaw and was buried in Holy
Cross. The eighth, Sister Angela Hesnard, who was
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Visitatrix until 1759; she afterwards went to Paris where,
in 1766, she was elected Superioress General; the ninth,
Sister Marie Rose Gardes, until 1761; the tenth, Sister
Madeline Nicolle Lesurier, until 1777; the eleventh, Sister
Henrietta Thierry, until 1804; the twelfth, Sister Ernestine
de Hund, until 1812; relieved later of the office of Vis
itatrix, she died in 1826. The thirteenth, Sister Marie
Borzuchowska, first Polish Superioress, was Visitatrix from
1812 to 1827; she died at Posen whither she had gone
to visit the sisters of the hospital; the fourteenth, Sister
Theda Zukowska, until l 859; resigned her office and died
in 1861. The fifteenth, was Sister Jane Szwartz, until
1894; died at St. Casimir, she is the first Visitatrix in
terred in the cemetery of Powaski, The sixteenth, Sister
Augusta Sikorka, was appointed in 1894.
Here is a mention of the Establishments:
1. During the first years after the arrival of the Sisters
of Charity in Poland, they had charge of Holy Cross Hos
pital, founded by Anne Wolf, Warsaw, and placed under
the direction of the Priests of the Mission.
2. In 1684, the Chapter of the College of Warsaw
confided to the Sisters, the Holy Spirit Hospital, Piwna
street. Its foundress was, in 1441, Anne, Princess of Masovia, consort of Wladislas, son of Ziemowit and Alexan
dra Olgerdowna, who had received the estates of Mienie
as her dowry. Sister de Bay was the first Superioress of
this hospital, which, in 1861, was transferred to the new
house, Elektoralna street.
3. In 1707 the Confraternity of St. Roch, founded a
hospital dedicated to St. Roch, patron of the victims of
contagious diseases, and placed it under the direction of the
sisters. It was transferred in 1711 to its present location.
4. The-Hospital of the Child Jesus, at Warsaw, was
founded by Rev. Peter Baudouin, Priest of the Mission;
7*
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in 1732, he purchased, with funds he had collected, a house
in the faubourg Cracow, for foundlings, and confided the
same to the care of the Sisters of Charity. Having after
wards at his disposal more considerable funds, he began to
build a hospital in 1754, on Warecki Square, where, until
1900, both the sick and foundlings were admitted: pre
vious to 1861 insane women were also cared for. This
hospital was transferred to Holy Cross Square, not far
from the Vienna station.
5. The Hospital of St. John of God, for the insane,
founded in 1650, at Warsaw, and transferred in 1728, to
its present site, was, after its foundation, under the care of
the religious of St. John of God, and on their suppression,
in 1864, intrusted to laymen. In 1862 the managers as
signed a separate department to insane women, confiding
them to the care of the Sisters of Charity.
6. As in the Hospital of St. John of God, there was al
so in that of the Child Jesus, a section reserved for the
aforementioned women, but these sections proving insuffi
cient, the Council of Aid, Warsaw, built with funds set
aside for works of benevolence, a large hospital at Tworki
near the Proszki station, on the line from Warsaw to V i
enna. Thither were transferred in 1891, all patients of a
like class from the Hospital of the Child Jesus, who were
under the care of the sisters.
7. In 1822, ths Benevolent Society of Warsaw obtained
from Very Rev. Michael Symonowicz, Visitor of the
Priests of the Mission, permission for four Sisters of Char
ity to take charge of the poor of the city. They arrived
the year following and took possession of the old Carmelite
Convent. As the duties of the sisters increased others were
added to their number: from four to ten, they are now fifteen.
8. In 1871, the same Society again called upon the sis
ters to look after the little boys of the city, in the old
Dominican Convent.
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9. In 1881, it furthermore approved of the project of
the sisters to open a work for Sundays and holidays for
the aged, employed in factories and at trades, in this same
convent, where they might, if they so desired, spend the
day in the study of religion and the duties of their state.
Later on provision was made in the same way for destitute
young girls, who on leaving the asylums needed training
that they might be enabled to earn a livelihood.
10. In 1882, several charitable ladies opened a sewing
department and confided it to the sisters. In 1889 this
workroom was transferred to a house built expressly and
with voluntary offerings for that purpose* This house
dedicated to Sainte-Marie is in Stara Street, The construc
tion of the building was directed by the late Abbé Weirzbicki, rector of the ancient church of the Dominicans. The
number of pupils, as well intern as extern, is one hundred,
11. In 1895, acquisition was made of the Ignacy farm
in the district of Nowoma, where under the Sisters of
Charity, young girls worked in the fields or learned the
duties of housekeeping. This establishment owes its existence to the sacrifices of Sister Bronislawa Szpadrowska ;
Mgr. Jungowski, prelate of the cathedral of Warsaw is its
principal benefactor.
12. An Ophthalmic Institute, founded in 1827, at
Warsaw, by Mgr. Lubomirski was also confided to the sis^
ters. In 1870, it was transferred from Marszalkowska
Street, to the new house in Smolna Street, and is still under
the sisters.
13. House of St. Vincent de Paul, Ordynaka Street,
owes its foundation, in 1883, to the efforts and the benevo
lence of the Countess Pauline Louise Gorska Krasinka,
The sisters in charge, devote themselves to the training of
orphan girls and to the care of the sick poor.
14. In 1868, three sisters were called to theNa Pradze
Hospital, then temporarily organized for the care of the
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sick. Since 1870 this is permanently organized and, with
the number of the sick, that of the sisters ha-s increased to
twenty.
15. The Children’s Hospital at Warsaw, in Solna Street
founded almost exclusively at the expense of thé late
Countess Alexandra Potocka, heiress of the estates of Vilanowa. In 1869, a house was purchased in Alexandria
Street, and upon this site the new hospital was erected,
whither, in 1871, the sick with the sisters caring for them
were transferred.
16. The Zapasowy Hospital (of provisions) founded by
the municipal council beyond the Wolska turnpike, in
1885. Every year some Sisters of Charity were summoned
there to attend persons attacked with contagious maladies ;
as soon as the number of patients diminished, the sisters re
turned to St. Casimir. In 1892 a regular and permanent
service was organized, this was intrusted to the sisters, and
a chaplain appointed.
17. St. Stanislaus Kostka at Warsaw, inDzielna Street
was founded for the relief of homeless old men and crip
ples. In 1895, the Benevolent Society rented a house
for this object, the direction of which was given to the sis
ters, and in 1897, a second house was purchased for these
old men, the cripples and the sisters, and thither all re
moved.
18. At Warsaw, Solec Street, under the patronage of
the said Society an asylum dedicated to St. F rancis de Sales
was founded for children and old men, of which the sisters
were to have the direction.
19. The sisters still direct at Warsaw, Wolska Street,
the establishment of Acquests or salaries (Zarobkowy),
legacy of a certain Strasziec.
20. Dr. Solman’s Clinic, Szucha Street.
21. Another Clinic, Obozna Street.
22. At Mien, St. Joseph’s Hospital affiliated to that of
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the Holy Spirit at Warsaw: founded in 1796 with a view
to the saving of the property menaced by the Austrian fisc;
this is now the hospital of the district of Nowoma and the
sisters are in chargee
23. At Biala Podlaska, Charles Stanislaus, Prince Radziwill, chancellor of Lithuania, son of Prince Michael, general
of the camp in Lithuania, and of Catherine Sobieska, sister
of King John II I, founded a hospital and an educational
institution for orphan girls in 1716; the charge was given
to the Sisters of Charity who remained there until 1885.
24. At Lublin, in 1730 a hospital owes its foundation to
Hedwiges Niemyska, who gave its direction to the sisters.
Until 1736 this hospital was a private house, Zlota Street.
This was transferred in 1826, at Saint Lazare, to the, Car
melite Convent. It was dedicated to St. Vincent de Paul.
At Lublin also in 1874 the insane asylum was confided
to the sisters; but after twenty years the government dis
missed them.
25. At Pultusk, Andrew Zaluski, Bishop of Plock, in
1727 founded a hospital. He gave the direction to the sis
ters who h a d just recruited the ranks of the Community at
St. Casimir, but who formed a separate Community with
Sister Theresa Uminska for Superioress, until 1776, when
they were united to that of St. Casimir. They still have
charge of this hospital.
26. At Sandomierz, Zegota, castellan Cracow, found
ed, in 1222, and endowed the Hospital of the Holy Spirit,
for the sick, for cripples, and foundlings, he confided it to
the canons regular of St. Augustine of Saxe, known among
us as the Holy Spirit. When, in 1784, their order was
dissolved, the hospital was abandoned; Prosper Buzynsky,
first Bishop of Sandomierz, invited the sisters in 1819 and
succeeded in saving the property.
27. At Plock, an Hospital was founded by Alexandra,
the wife of Ziemowit, Prince of Mazowie, who in 1405
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appropriated thereto one hundred eighty acres of land^
again, in 1426^ she bestowed ninety acres according to the
measurement of Chelmno. The management of this estate
was confided to the Chapter of the Cathedral. In 1729*
the City unjustly assumed the administration of the Hos
pital funds which were soon reduced to nonentity. This;
state of affairs lasted until the advent of the Prince Bishop
Poniatowski, by whose influence the abuse disappeared
and the sisters were called to direct the hospital (Sep
tember 8, 1784.—As a fund, he appropriated to this
hospital the ancient College of the Jesuits, who resigned
the commission of education; to this was added the funds
coming from the Princes of Masovic, the so called
property of Wilcza Gora, ten thousand ducats, and the
Isle of Kepa formed by the Vistula. Mgr. Szembek com
pleted the erection of the hospital (April 21, 1788) and
entrusted the Sisters with its entire direction under the
patronage of two purveyors, one of whom belonged to the
Chapter. In 1787 he increased the funds. The Canon
Zorawski gave twenty thousand ducats and Gadomski, a
suffragan of Plock, one hundred two thousand, etc. At
least six sisters were required for the work, and they were
besides, to conduct a school for young girls outside the
Hospital, In consequence of several lawsuits the sisters
quitted the c ity which appropriated to itself the funds of
the hospital. In 1836 the hospital and college were
transferred to a house on Warszawska Street where at the
time was a lodge of Freemasons. At present the landed
property of the sisters is in the control of the municipali
ty which employs four sisters paying them a salary of one
hundred twenty florins, a fifth sister is provided for by
Mr. Klimkiewicz de Goslic.
28.
At Zamosc after the first division of Poland the
Emperor Joseph II. changed the Convent of the Francis
can Fathers into an hospital confiding it into the care of
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the sisters. When, in 1312, Zamosc was converted into a
fortified place, the hospital was transferred to Szczebrzeszyna
where the sisters continued their service till 1883.
29. At Bialystok, an Hospital was founded by John
Clement Branicki, Castellan of Cracow and confided to the
sisters, in 1820, the Visitatrix, Sister Bozuchowska, in
formed the municipality that the house of Bialystok be
longed to the Province of Warsaw, in consequence of which
the Committee of Charity again asked for five sisters from
the Community of St. Casimir which swelled the number
to seven. They conducted the hospital till I860, when
they were dismissed by the government.
30. At Kurozweki, the Countess Soltyk founded in
1844 an hospital and called the sisters to take charge of
it. In 1859 a citizen of the city named Rudnicki gave to
it a property known as Kobylany; the sisters took charge
of this, superintending the gardens and visiting the sick in
the neighboring villages.
31. 1856, the Council of Aid of Lowicz asked for sisters from the Hospital of St. Thaddens; in 1859 the care
of an asylum recently constructed was intrusted to them.
Funds for the support of these institutions were furnished
by Orlikowski, Priest of the Mission and Prefect of the
school of Lowicz.
32. At Milanowa, district of Radzyn a hospital was
erected in 1762 by the Countess Caboga, who had in
herited these lands; she secured the sisters for this work
and they remained there till 1889.
33. In 1849 the sisters were invited by the Council of
Aid of Radzyn to take charge of the Hospital of St. Cunnegunda where they attended the sick until 1885, when
they were dismissed by the government.
34. In 1862 the sisters arrived at the Hospital of St.
Alexander at Kielce; they were escorted in procession to
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tie place after the Mass celebrated by Mgr. Majerczat,
since dead.
35. In 1417, Martin de Kalinowa, castellan of Sieradz,
built in this city a church and an hospital. A sa fund for
the same he appropriated his estate of Grabowo, confiding
the direction to the Knights of the Sword. They aban
doned the charge, the church fell into ruin, was changed
into a cemetery, and the hospital was rebuilt under the
name of St, Joseph and was placed under the care of the
sisters in 1884. They received funds for its support from
the Abbé Zielinski, curate and dean of Sieradz, who died
in 1865.
36. At Kalicz in 1865 the sisters took the direction of
the Hospital of the Holy Trinity endowed by the Coun
tess Bielinska. In 1883 they opened in the same city an
asylum for aged men and a work-room for needlework ;
these were also confided to the sisters.
37. The hospital of St. Anthony at Wloclawek was
erected by the exertions of Canon Fijalkowski, afterwards
Archbishop of Warsaw, who died in 1861. It was only
in 1877 by the favor of Chodinski that the sisters under
took the direction of the hospital and the care of the sick.
Several prominent benefactors had secured for them im
portant legacies, namely Francis Ploszynski, Priest of the
Mission, regent of the Seminary; Adalbert Kochawicz,
curate of Broniew and Louis Bromirski, curate of Lubraniec*
38. At Szczuczyn, Masovia, Severin Szczuka, Bishop of
Jappa, archdeacon and administrator of the diocese of Chelmno, gave to Sister Theresa Wminska a house destined for a
school for children and wards for the sick. In 1773 the
sisters undertook the direction of the house but they were
obliged to abandon it in 1802, on account of an absolute
want of support, having lost all during the war. It was
afterwards under the control of Adam Szczuka, but in 1871
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the sisters were recalled by the Council of the District.
39.
At Wilanowa, near Warsaw the sisters directed the
hospital of St, Alexander, founded by the Countess Au
gusta Potocka, In 1864 this hospital ceased to exist by a
decree of the municipality and the sisters returned to St,
Casimir.
40» At Groic, the sisters were,in 1863,installed to serve
the wounded; later on they had the regular control of an
hospital which they were soon compelled to abandon owing
to a lack of funds, 1867.
41. At Wyrozembach they directed until 1887 the hos
pital of St. Thaddeus founded by Dovia Dornatowicz.
42. At Hrubieszowa they had until 1877 the direction
of the hospital of St. Hedwiges, the result of spontaneous
offerings, and built in 1858.
43. At Ciechanowa they controlled the hospital and
school for young girls founded in 1789 by the Countess
Ossolinska who had asked for the sisters. Driven away in
1864—four of these entered the monastery of the religious
of St. Bridget, two others succeeded in obtaining their re
turn to St. Casimir in Warsaw.
44. At Dabrowa they directed an Hospital built for
them by a French society of coal-miners,
45. At Sosnowice they also conducted an hospital to
which they had been called to serve the sick in 1897 by a
society of coal-miners.
46. At Piotrkow the Hospital of the Holy Trinity was
placed under their direction in 1897.
47. At Radom they governed the hospital in the
district of St. Casimir to which was added, in 1898, an
asylum for old men and a refuge for children.
48. Since 1898, the sisters also directed a hospital at
W ielen.
49. In 1899, another at Loniza.
50. In 1900, a third at Kutna.
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The ancient houses of the Sisters of Charity in Lithu
ania depended on the principal house of -St. Casimir at
Warsaw.
After the last division of Poland a new
Province was formed but soon dissolved in 1842. But the
sisters remained in charge of several hospitals till 1864.
1° Mgr. Bogustaw Gosiewski, Bishop of Smolensk,
founded an hospital at Wilna, on Subocz Street confiding
the? direction to the sisters. He endowed it by giving his
own house and 100,000 ducats. On account of the1 diffi
culties of communication, during the existence of the
Dukedom of Warsaw, the Province of Lithuania was
organized, also a house for postulants in that of WTilna,
which soon becaine a very important place. Even after their
dispersion, the sisters continued their work until 1867.
2° In the same way, the Hospital of the Infant Jesus
was founded at Wilna, in 1791, through the zeal of Mgr.
Massalski, Bishop of that city and the liberality of the
Princess Hedwiges Oginska,wife of the Governor of Trock,
who again in 1786 made a legacy in favor of the hospital
on condition that the Superior of the Missionaries should
direct the Hospital and place it in the care of the Sisters
of Charity, but in 1864 they were expelled.
3° By the charity of the faithful the Hospital of St.
Philip and James was also founded at W^ilna and given in
charge of the sisters in 1807; they remained there till
1864.
The sisters were also intrusted with another
charitable work.
4° In 1732 Jean d6 Campo Scipio founded an hospi
tal at Szczuczyna, in Lithuania, together with a school for
young girls,giving the direction of the wrork to Sr. Theresa
Uminska, Superioress of the House of Warsaw. In 1742
these sisters united themselves to the House of St. Casimir,
the Superior General residing in Paris and the V isitor of
the Province of Warsaw Father Sliwicki approving the
same. The sisters remained there till 1867.
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5° Mgr. Joseph Zaluski, Bishop of Kijow founded an
hospital and school for children in 1760, at Zytomirz and
confided both establishments to the Sisters of CharityThe sisters remained there till 1865.
6° Jean Zamojski, the possessor of a Majorat, and Gov
ernor of Podolie, founded at Grodek in 1766 an hospital
and school for young girls, confiding both to the direction
of the Sisters of Charity. They remained there till 1865.
7° In 1759 Jean Hilzen, Governor of Witebsk, founded
at Oswiej, an hospital which he confided to the care of the
sisters, they remained there until! 1864 when they were
transferred to Wilna.
8° At Luck, in Wolinie, Josephine Polanowska, wife of
the Straroste of Ostrogsk founded an Hospital in 1792
and a house for orphans. Her wish was to enter the
Company of the Sisters of Charity but the distracted con
dition of the country rendered this impossible. She then
remained at Luck where she directed an hospital for forty
years. After her death Mgr, Kaeper Kasimir, Metropolitan
of Mohilew, introduced the sisters into his metropolitan
city and the chapter of the Cathedral offered a house for
their dwelling. With funds willed by Madame Polanowska
and the Princess Lubomirska the farm of Dorostaje was
purchased and a benefactor named Traszkowski gave an
other farm for the support of the establishment.
9° In 1789 Augusta, of the family of the Prince of
Oginski, and Conntess of Plater, founded an hospital at
Kraslaw and placed it in charge of the sisters who re
mained there till 1864.
10° In 1824 the sisters were placed in charge of an hos
pital by the Abbé Rochitach and served it until 1865.
11° At Teplik in Ukraine, an hospital was built on the
estate of the Counts of Potocki and confided to the sisters,
who remained to direct it until 1865.
12° At Minsk under the direction of the government
the sisters undertook the conduct of an hospital and remained there until 1876.
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BOOK NOTICES
251. & obéissance d’après Saint Vincent de Paid\ by
J. M. A,, Missionary Apostolic (J. Angeli), Abbeville,
Paillart, 1904. One vol. in-32.
On the virtue of religious obedience there are ancient treatises of high
merit, is there one which with regard to style or arrangement may not
bear some revision? For such revision there would be needed impartial
ity, great discretion, with that literary taste that anticipates many of
the difficulties which might beset the reader.
Father Angeli has gathered into a small tract the words of St. Vincent
de Paul on this subject. St. Vincent de Paul was a man of great faith
and of rare good sense : his words on this delicate point are worthy of
being treasured; many of these will be valuable to the writer of a
somewhat modern treatise on obedience.
252.
Under this title Origine, historique et caractère de la dévotion à Saint
Philomène, the pastor of Koubà near Algiers, Father Miéville, has pub
lished a sermon preached in présence of His Grace Archbishop Oury, of
Algiers, and of the ecclesiastical seminary, for the centenary of the inven
tion of the body of St. Philomena, May 25, 1902, in the Church of St.
Vincent de Paul of Kouba, (Algiers, St. Augustine’s press, 1904. In-12).
Therein may be found interesting details on the parish of Kouba; we
quote some passages :
“At the time that he established the ecclesiastical seminary at Kouba/
Bev. Joseph Girard was appointed by Mgr. Pavy, then Bishop of Algiers,
to take charge of the parish.
“The village which existed from 1832, had been nine years without a
priest, until that time one of the army chaplains came, pretty regularly,
to say Mass on Sundays; April 7, 1841, Mgr. Dupuch offered the Holy
Sacrifice in the school-house at Kouba-Vieux : this was Wednesday in
Holy Week. The following year the pastor of Dely-Ibrahim formed a parish
there. The population was composed of Alsacians, either very indifferent
or Protestants, of these there is no longer any trace. Our old roadman,
Jacob is, I believe, the only link of the past. The church was. almost
always empty even on Sundays.
“In 1851, Father Girard rented a location, quite near, in the new vil
lage which was growing up around the second camp, now become the ec
clesiastical seminary. This temporary arrangement served his purpose for
iorty-one years. At the outset of his mission, Father Girard established
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there devotion to St. Philomena, and thenceforward the pilgrimages ’that
tiad hitherto been made to Birkadem ceased. Wishing to preserve the refe
membrance, however, every year at the close of the Retreat in the begin-*ning of October, the Seminary made a pilgrimage to this church.
“Very soon the Christian life seemed to revive in these desolate places.
The missionary preached regularly in the parish every Sunday, on all
feast days, and in the annual Retreats : the attraction of the ordinary cer
emonies, the splendor of certain solemnities, Wisely distributed throughout
the year, the sacred chant by the assembled faithful, aroused the most in*
different : by the institution of the Confraternity of the Rosary, and the
Association of the Children of Mary, devotion to the Blessed Virgin
found it^ way into all families. Gradually they began to approach the
sacraments regularly ; especially was this the case with the good Mahonites
who joyfully resumed the customs of their youth and their native island,
so Catholic,.. The good Father had accomplished his purpose, for he had
formed, if not a model parish, as flattery is sometimes pleased to express
it, he had succeeded at least in producing a faithful image of those earn*
est Christian populations which in ‘our best dioceses in France console
religion.”
253. In perusing the text of our provincial synods one might note the
“acclamations” or wishes drawn up in ecclesiastical, i'tmay be said in lit*
urgical terms, by which the solemn sessions of these assemblies are usu
ally closed. In our solemnities this is an ancient tradition. In la R.evue dû
chant grégorien (June, 1904), Father Guichard, C. M., under the name of
Joseph Delasilve, has published une Acclamation liturgique chantée <Xu quin
zième siècle à la cathédrale de Troyes. The text of this was given him
by Canon Lalore in a study entitled les Acclamations à la messe pontificale
dans Vancienne liturgie troyenne. From a manuscript, we believe from the
library of the city of Troyes, Father Guichard has taken the notation.
He has added to this publication most interesting reflections upon these
ancient acclamations.
254. Panaghia Capouti, is the name of a chapel near "Ephesus, under
this title has appeared a work (Oudin, 1896) which we have already men
tioned, according to which may be found in this place the ruins of an
ancient dwelling of the Blessed Virgin and, it was thought,’ her tomb*
We announced the work at the period of its issue : we did not discuss the
subject at the time, nor are we doing so now. With a view to the same,
Abbé Gouyet, Priest of the Mission, published (Paris, 1898) Découverte
dans la montagne d}JSphèse de la maison ou la très saint Yièrge est morte%

The author, since dead, in this work set before us his views: “he had
made up his mind” and he informs us, somewhat explicitly, that he ex
pects us to accept his opinion : it behooves us to manifest the deference to
which his venerable age entitles him.

8
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His views however were liable to be called in question for. at Jerusalem,
similar claims are brought forward. Father Barnabé in his book le Tom
beau de la .sainte Vierge à Jérusalem (Jerusalem, Franciscan Press) decides
in favor of the Holy City the honor which Ephesus would arrogate. Hence
resulted the research and...refutation of the assertions relative to the claim
of the house or chapel of Panaghia Capouli, near Ephesus.
The Revue da Clergé français of July 1, 1904 summarizes the two opin
ions. The author does not think that the partisans of Panaghia can be
sustained in their opinion ; and—we know not whether they will find
much consolation in this—neither does he deem acceptable the alleged
proof's of their opponents, the partisans of Jerusalem, which locate the
tomb of the Blessed Virgin at Gethsemane, at the foot of Mt. Olivet.
The views of one side are supported on the visions of Catherine Emmer
ich, the other on those of Marie d’Agréda, the testimony of the Seers does
not harmonize. As we would not wish to displease the friends of either
we refrain from discussing the argument.
In this case4here is question of a historical fact: let historical proofs
be furnished, and let the advocates of the two opinions endeavor to show
us how far these proofs avail :, this is the right method and the only one
to be employed.

255. A list has been communicated to us, which we
publish ne per eat; it contains several bibliographical points
which we have not met elsewhere :
WORKS PUBLISHED BY THE LAZARISTS OF THE PROVINCE
OF CONSTANTINOPLE, OR ISSUED BY THEIR PRESS
OF ST. BENEDICT.
This press existed until 1867 ; it was under the Church of St. Benedict.
1. Eléments de langue turque by Father Viguier, C. M., to which is
added a French-Turkish vocabulary, printed for the French embassy (the
first press was at Constantinople) under the auspices of Mr. de Choiseul»
Gaufnn. March 1790, thick volume in-4, 462 pp.
2. Histoire et phénomènes du volcan et des iles britanniques de Santorin;
followed by a glance at the moral and religious state of Modern Greece.
Composed in 1897 by Father Pègues, C. M., Superior of Santorin. With
a Map. Royal press, Paris, 1842. Large vol. in-8 of vn-667 pp.
3. Anapausis tis Cardhias eis to aghion thélima tou Théou[Oî Conformity
to the Will of God) composed from the treatise of Father Rodriguez, by
Father Thomas Stanislaus Vélasti, S. J., 2nd edition in Sciote characters
(Greek represented by Roman letters). St. Benedict’s Press, Constantino
ple, 1843. One vol. in-12 of vn-206 pp.
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4. Catecismo, ossia exposizione della doctrina cristiana (Large Oatechìsnl
in Italian) published by Mgr. Hillereau, Vie. Apostolic. St. Benedict’s
Press, 1844. One vol. in-16, of xxxvm-28 pp. it is preceded by the
small catechism.
5. Exposé de la véritable doctrine orthodoxe, by Mgr. Hillereau. St. Ben
edict’s Press, 1851. One vol. in-16 of vi-236 pp. (This work, now be
come rare, epitomizes all the questions connected with the union of the
Churches and the means of facilitating that union.)
6 . Meileies dhia oláis tais imerais tou chronou dhia tin Nt olita (Meditations
for Every Day in the Year for the Use of Young Persons.) Greek, in
Sciote characters.

7. Gym nastis p ro s ton Jisoun Christon agapis ( Practice of the Love of
J. C.) from St. Alphonsus de Liguori, translated from French into Greek
by Rev. J. Alby, of ¡Santorin. St. Benedict’s Press, 1845. In-12 of 303 pp.

8.

A brégé de Grammaire turque à Vusage des élèves dû college royal de

Bébéckj by Father Sirian, C. M. ; Turkish letters in red.

135 pp.

St. Benedict’s Press, 1846.

1st

edition xm*

One vol. in- 12 .

9. Alphabet turc , suivi d'une méthode de Lecturey by Father Sinan, 0. M.,
edition, 25 pp. St. Benedict’s Press, 1850.

2 nd.

10. Abrégé de Grammaire turque , by Father Sinan, 2 nd. edition with
Turkish letters in red, vm-125 pp. St. Benedict’s Press) 1854, one vol. in-1 2 .
11 . Dictionnaire fran çais et grec vulgaire ,

by Father Daviers, O. M.; 2 nd.
edition, vii-625 pp. St. Benedict’s Press, 1847. One vol. in-8 . There
are several editions. This work is perhaps the best dictionary, that has
yet appeared, for foreigners who desire to learn modern Greek ; it contains
classical Greek, current Greek, popular Greek.

$

1 2 . L e Protestantisme et le Schisme grec ; Translation of Count de Mais^
tre’s letter: text French, with Greek opposite. St. Benedict’s Press*
Pamphlet in-8 of 62 pp.

13. Vie de P hotiu s , P ère du schisme grec. Text French and Modern
Greek opposite; a pamphlet in-8 of 63 pp. St. Benedict’s Press, neither
name of author nor date, but with the numerotage 194.304. Father Eu
gene Boré is the author; Father Elluin has published the work.
14. Le consommateur du Schisme grec , ou Vie de Michel Cérulaife. Text
French with Greek opposite. St. Benedict’s Press. A pamphlet in-8 of
210 pp. Father Bore is the author.
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15.

Id .

Greek text only. St. Benedict’s Press. Pamphlet in-8 of 104 pp,

16. D e l' Em pire ottoman pour Vannée 1850 ; with statistics political and
religious of the government, population, etc. St. Benedict’s Press. Small
pamphlet in-8 of 112 pp. This has appeared through the labor of Father
Boré and contains most valuable information concerning fifteen nations
that inhabit Turkey in Europe and Turkey in Asia.
17. Couronnes de neuvaines saintes to prepare for the fervent celebration
of the solemnities and feasts of the Blessed Virgin, with a picture of the
Miraculous Medal as frontispiece. St. Benedict’s'Press, 1850. Small
pamphlet in-18 of 72 pp.
18. Grammaire de la langue grecque moderney for the use of the establish
ments of the Levant by Father Fourgeray, C. M., Smyrna, Damiano,
1851. One vol. in-8 of 176 pp.—A very popular work.
19. Grammaire de la langue grecque moderne, 2 nd edition of preceding
work; revised and enlarged by Rev. Ach. Elluin, C. M. Smyrna, Damiano, 1868. One vol in-8 of n-238 pp.
20. Hand-book of Etiquette in Bulgarian (characters Slav) translated by
Qristo Vaklidoff, student of Bebeck college. Dimitri Dobrowitch and
Georges Vasileff interested themselves in this publication. Constantinople,
Galata; Tsantkoff and Miskoif printing house (St. Benedict’s Press).
Pamphlet in-8 of vn-38 pp. This book, as well as the following in the
game language, was published under the direction and through the influ
ence of Father Faveyrial, C. M., 1858.
21 - 2 2 . French-Bulgarian Dialogues by M. J. Naïdenoff, at the expense
of G. RechaelF; pamphlet of v-78 pp., to which have been added a FrenchBulgarian alphabet and a method of reading French, of 34 pp. Constan
tinople, Galata. Press of Tzantkoif and Miaffok, 1859.

23. A Grammar o f the Bulgarian Language (with exercises and EnglishBulgarian vocabulary) in English, by Tzantkoif, professor of Bulgarian
at the college of Bebeck. Galata, Tzantkoif press, 1859. One vol. in -8
of 247 pp.
24. Petite Grammaire bulgare méthodique, in Bulgarian, by Mistrovich .
Galata, Tzantkoif press. Pamphlet in-8 of m -68 pp.
25. L a Bulgarie ; journal of Bulgarian interests (in Bulgarian). Edi
tor and administrator Tzantkoif, in folio. It was continued three years,
until May 24, 1861 date of its suppression. Tzantkoif at Galata, printer,
St. Benedict’s Press.
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2^>. Gtand catéchisme raisonné à V usage des Bulgares-Unis ( in Ëulga4*
Vian) by Father Faveyrial with approbation of Mgr. Brunoni. 8 t . Bëtfè*
diet's Press, 1862. In-8 of vm-244 pp. Still circulated (1900).

2*7. Epishepses pro to aghioïaton mystetion tis Efcharistias (Visits to thè
Blessed Sacrament) in Greek, Sciote characters, by Father Elkiin, C. M.,
‘Smyrna, Deveroni and Songiolli, 1864. In-16 of xxiri-280 pp.
28. Efckologhion (Euchology). Prayer book in Modern Greek, by Fa
ther Elluin, O. M.* Paris, Adrien Ledere, 1864. Neat volume in -8 of
361 pp.
29. Nouvelle grammaire française, translated into Gfeek by Father
Murat, C. M.> for the use of the students of Bebeck college, Constantino
ple, 1864. In-8 . French text with Greek opposite, 70 pp.
30. Lexique français-turc de six cents mois for the use of schools, by Fai
ther Murat, C. M., Extract from a manuscript of ten thousand words, by
Rev. J. B. Bonnet, C. M. Constantinople, t^ayol press, 1865. In-8 of
«5 pp.
31. Abrégé du Nouveau Testament, ou Vie de Notte-Seigneur JésusOhrist, to which are added a small catechism* prayers* dialogues and his^
iorical anecdotes ; French text with Greek opposite^ by Father Elluin,
C. M. Paris, Adrien Ledere. One vol. in-18 of 187 pp.
32. Alphabets français et grec, with method for teachitig how to read
and write French, and notably the Greek, correctly, by Father Elluin,
C. M. Paris* Adrien Ledere, 1866. In-18 of 72 pp.
33. Petit catéchisme ou abrégé de la doctrine chrétienne, iü Ëulgârian*
with Slav characters, Vienna, Imperial press, 1867. One vol. in-12 of 81
pp. (The first edition was printed by St Benedict’s Press.)
34. 0 Min tis Yana.ghias (Month of Mary) in modern Greek, Sciote char
acters, by Father Elluin, C. M. Smyrna* Damiano* i860. In-12 of 1600 pp;
35. Dromos tou stavrou (Way of the Cross)) by Father Elluin* C. M.j in
Greek
Sciote and Greek characters; to which have been added a Way
of the Cross in Italian and one in French. Smyrna^ Damiano, 1870. In^
32 of 232 pp.
36. Manuel de la langue grecque, by Father Alby* former pupil of the
Lazarists of Santorin, published under the auspices of Father Gauzente*
C.M., Superior at Santorin. Hermopolis (Syra) Rinieri Pristitzi, printer.
In-8 of 116 pp.
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3 7 . — —— Gospels for Sundays and the principal feasts of the year),
1st part ancient Greek, by Father Elluin, 0 . M. One vol. in-16 of 162 pp.
Smyrna, Tatikian, 1871

38.
(Lives of the Saints, for every day in the year, with the
principal feasts), by Father Elluin, C. M., in modern Greek. 5 vols, in-16.
Smyrna, 1874-1880.
42. P etit catéchishmc or abrégé de la doctrine chrétienne by Fathers Pou
lin and Murat, 0. M., published with the approbation of Mgr. Graselli,
Constantinople, Central press, 1875. In-16 of 83 pp. This catechism was
used in the diocese of Constantinople until 1885 ; three have been three
editions.
43. Filothea i Eisagoghi eis tin eulabi zoin (Philothea or Introduction to
a Devout Life) of St. Francis de Sales, in Greek, with Sciote characters,
by Father Elluin, C. M., Smyrna, Yidori Brothers, 1776. In-16 of 164 pp.
44. M im isis tou Jisou Christou (Imitation of Jesus Christ) in modern
Greek, with Sciote characters by Father Elluin, C. M., Smyrna, Yidori
Brothers, 1877. I n l 6 -of 562 pp.
45 JVeos Min tis Marias (N ew Month of Mary) in modern Greek, Sciote
characters, with examples in French ; translated from Mr. Debussi, by
Father Elluin, C. M , Smyrna, Yidori Brothers, 1877. In-16 of 496 pp.
46. Abrégé de V H istoire Sainte, with dialogues and a vocabulary. Text
Greek-French interlinear, by Father Elluin, C. M., Yidori Brothers, 1881.
One small vol. in-16 of 248 pp.
47 .
(Catechism) or abridgment of Christian Doctrine, Greek
translation, modern of No. 42. Published through the influence of Father
Gauzente This work is still an authority at Santorin (1900), in good
Greek. Hermopolis (Syra), 1882. In-16 of 176 pp.
48. Medjmou a-i ed’iy i (Collection of prayers for the use of the students
of the schools of the East) in Turkish, with French characters, by Father
Sinan, C. M. Printed at Paris, by Father Sinan himself on his small
printing machine, 1883. In-32 of 88 pp.
4 9 . Medjmou a-i-ed’iyé (Collection of prayers, etc.) in Turkish with
French characters by Father Sinan, C. M. Printed at Paris by Father
Sinan with his printing machine, 1883. In-32 of 224 pp. This book dif
fers from the preceding from page 68 , and contains all the Epistles and
Gospels for the year.

50. In d jil-i Moucadès (Gospels according to St. Matthew;, with French
haracters by Father Sinan, C. M., Paris, same printing press, 1885.
Translated from a copy from the Yatican. In-32 of 175 pp.
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51. Manuel de conversations, in French and Turkish, with two vocabu
laries ; French-Turkish and Turkish-French. New edition revised and
corrected by Father Sinan, C. M. Paris, same Press, 1883. In-32.
51. Sermon des Quarantes^Heures preached at St. Benedicts, March 2 ,
1851; language and characters Armenian, by Father Sinan, C. M., same
press, Constantinople.
52. Moyen fa cile p o u r savoir Vheure actuelle, whether according to the
Turkish or the French style, by Father Sinan, G. M. 1 leaflet, Constan
tinople, same press.
53. Catéchisme français-turc , French text, and Turkish text with Ar
menian characters opposite, by Father Dinkha, C. M. Constantinople^
at the house of the Sisters of Charity of Pera, Taxim, 1874. In-16 of
275 pp.
54. Catéchisme turc , in Armenian characters only, by Father Dinkhaj
C. M.
5 5 . »-------- {Imitation of Jesus Christ) in Modern Greek with
Greek characters, by Father Alby, C. M., published through the influence
of Father Gauzente, C. M., atSantorin. Hermopolis (Syra), Frery Bro
thers, 1884. In-16 of 460 pp. Smyrna.

56. I Im eratou christianou (The Christian’s Journey) in Greek, with
Sciote characters, by Father Elluin, C. M. Vidori Brothers, 1885. In-16
of 476 pp. Smyrna.
5 *7. -------- (Prayer Book) by Father Elluin ,) C. M., in Greek with
liturgical parts in Latin. Smyrna, Dictnes, 1888. In 16 of 476 pp.

58. Méthode simple et fa cile pour apprendre rapidement le grec moderne^
by Rev.. Nicholas Murat* C. M. Constantinople, Minasse, 1898. In-18 of
171 pp. This work has a very wide circulation.
59. P etit lexique turc-français by Father Murat) C. M., Constantinople}
Minasse, 1891. In-32 of 159 pp.
60. Méthode pour apprendre facilement et rapidement la langue turque,
(Latin characters) by Father Murat, C. M. Constantinople^ Minasse, 1891>
2 nd edition. In-18 of 194 pp.
61. —----- (New Method of Learning French) by Father Murat, C. M,
Constantinople, Minasse, 1891. In-18 of 143 pp.
62. Lexique fran çais-tu rc , by Father Murat, C. M. Constantinople,
Minasse, 1892. One vol. in-32 of 244 pp.
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63. Méthode pour apprendre facilement et rapidement la langue turque
{Latin characters),by Father Murat, O.M., 2nd edition, reviewed, corrected,,
and enlarged with more than fourteen hundred words, selected among
those most in use and logieally arrangei. Constantinople^ Minasse 1894.
In-18.
64. Méthode p o m apprendre facilement à lire, écrire et parler la langue
turque (Turkish and Latin characters), by Father Murat, C. M. Constan
tinople, Mahmoud-Bey, 18S5.

In-18 of 96 pp.

65. Guide du p ro f esseur pour le collège Saint B énoitt by Father Plansonr
C. M. Constantinople, Zellich Sons, 1893. In-18 of 134 pp.
66. Guide du professeur pou r le collège de la Propagande of Smyrna«.
Smyrna, no date. In-32 of 147 pp.
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FRANCE
H i s t o r y . — France closely corresponds to the ancient Gaul ( Gallia) of
the Romans. The inhabitants were a mixture of Gauls, Romans, and
Greeks, especially in the South, and at a later period of Franks,
( Franci) the Alani, and Burgundians. Owing to the mild climate the fer
tile soil produces almost all the necessaries of life. The government was
monarchical until the close of the eighteenth century; it has now
assumed the republican form. Paris is the capital; the charms of its
beauty and modern civilization are universally appreciated. Chief cities:
Lyons, Marseilles, Bordeaux; Havre and Nantes are important for navi
gation.— Area: 536,891 square kilometres; population: 38,961,945
(1901).
Currency: the unit is the/rarac; measure the metre. For weights and
measures the decimal system is much preferred on account of its simplici
ty and for the facility of its calculation.
D i v i s i o n s . — According to the manners and customs of the times, an
cient France was divided into provinces, for the principal of these see
Map. As to the administration, the government comprised one or several
provinces according to the extent of the latter; the fiscal divisions were
composed of districts presided over by general superintendents.
Since 1790, France is divided into departments, of these there are at
present eighty-seven ; almost all derive their names from the large rivers
or mountains which flow or extend through them.
As to religion, there is freedom of worship; the vast majority of the
population are Catholics. In the eighteenth century, there were one
hundred thirty-five dioceses, of these eighteen were archbishoprics, and
one hundred and seventeen bishoprics, Corsica included. There are now
eighty-four sees, of which seventeen are archbishoprics and sixty-seven
bishoprics. We should not omit to say that in Algeria and the colonies
there are six sees, one of them an archbishopric.
E s t a b l i s h m e n t s . —The houses of the Congregation of the Mission that
either still exist or have existed are underscored on our Maps.

For the

E s t a b l is h m e n t s

of the

D aughters
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see the Annales
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